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SECANT	OGIVE,	BOATTAIL	PROFILE	It’s	a	fact:	bullets	that	travel	faster	hit	harder.	An	increase	in	case	head	expansion	as	measured	by	a	very	accurate	micrometer.	The	reloader	must	take	care	to	develop	loads	that	yield	acceptable	pressures	for	the	firearm	and	cartridge	to	be	used.	62	Resizing/Depriming	.	Expander	Dies	These	dies	put	a	consistent
slight	“bell”	or	flare	on	straight-walled	rifle	or	pistol	case	mouths.	These	cases	should	be	discarded.	36.	130	17	Mach	4	.	Each	variation	can	change	a	powder’s	relative	position	on	the	burning	rate	chart.	By	no	means;	over	the	100	to	200	yard	ranges	typical	of	a	great	deal	of	hunting,	the	round	nose	holds	its	own.	Fig	5	Fig	6	Reloading	and	Bullet
Accuracy	17	Fig	1	Next,	we’ll	illustrate	another	type	of	case	with	a	different	headspacing	system;	the	rimmed	case.	The	Hornady	Lock-N-Load®	Power	Case	Prep	Center	makes	easy	work	of	any	trimming	task,	it's	easy	to	set	up	if	there	are	only	a	few	cases	to	trim	but	the	Cam-Lock	case	retention	system	is	quick	and	easy	to	use	and	large	batch	work
can	be	completed	in	no	time.	And	•	Almost	all	reloaders	are	safe,	cautious,	sensible	people	to	start	with.	Record	details	of	your	loads	before	you	finish	and	label	the	ammunition	you’ve	produced.	975	Rifle	Dies	.	The	primary	shapes	a	reloader	will	encounter	are	extruded	or	tubular,	diamond	shaped	flat	flakes,	circular	flat	flakes,	and	ball	or	spherical
powder.	Rarely,	cratered	primers	can	be	caused	by	a	firing	pin	hole	that	is	too	large,	or	a	weak	firing	pin	spring.	Labeling	The	next	and	extremely	important	step	in	the	reloading	process	is	simple—but	not	always	observed	when	it	should	be.	In	1971,	the	company	diversified	into	reloading	tools	with	the	acquisition	of	Pacific	Tool	Company	and	into
wholesaling	with	the	acquisition	of	Western	Gun	and	Supply	Company.	Basics	of	Reloading	41	GMX®	Hard-hitting	and	deep-penetrating,	the	GMX®	bullet	combines	monolithic	construction	with	pioneering	ballistic	design	to	meet	the	need	for	a	premium,	non-traditional	bullet.	225	6mm	Bench	Rest	Remington	.	IDENTIFY	YOUR	LOADS.	The	brass
displaced	must	go	somewhere—and	it	does;	it	is	pushed	upward	to	lengthen	the	case.	88	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Ballistic	coefficient	calculations	combine	both	shape	and	sectional	density	factors.	332	6.5mm	Remington	Magnum	.	59.	Hollow	Point	IB	.	627	32	Winchester	Special	.	245	243	Winchester	Super	Short	Magnum	.	The
“same	hole”	could	always	get	smaller.	Basics	of	Reloading	33	Using	the	ballistics	calculator	(hornady.com/ballistics)	on	the	web	will	make	it	easy	to	compare	the	performance	of	one	cartridge	versus	another.	Case	Deburring	The	chamfering	and	deburring	tools	not	only	take	care	of	the	inside	of	the	case	mouth,	but	they	remove	burrs	from	the	outside
of	it	as	well.	Just	as	quality	had	always	been	highly	prized	within	the	company,	so,	too,	was	innovation.	The	difference	between	these	and	standard	primers	is	the	degree	of	testing	and	quality	control	used	in	their	making.	Remove	the	resizing	die	(with	stuck	case)	from	the	press.	“Resizing”	can	be	a	double	step	(resize/deprime)	or	a	triple	step
(resize/deprime/reprime).	You	should	be	able	to	pick	up	a	box	of	any	ammo	you	have	made	and	know	when	and	how	it	was	made.	This	is	surely	an	easy	and	appropriate	way	to	begin.	Some	specialty	calibers	are	restricted	to	proprietary	cases,	and	still	others	have	been	formed	from	other	cartridge	cases	as	the	wildcat	cartridge	originator	specified.	61.
Executive	leadership	of	the	Hornady	Manufacturing	Company	has	not	faltered	in	the	firm’s	first	sixty	years.	150	gr.	Developed	by	Hornady®	engineers,	these	bullet	jackets	are	a	technological	advancement	in	design,	tooling	and	manufacturing	that	combine	to	produce	the	most	consistently	concentric	bullet	jackets	available.	The	attainment	of	this
goal	is	the	major	responsibility	of	design	engineers,	tool	makers,	production	personnel	and	plant	management.	The	stature	of	Hornady	Manufacturing	Company	within	its	industry	has	never	been	higher.	918	44	Remington	Magnum	.	Bullets,	of	course,	are	Hornady.	A	quick	glance	at	the	complete	Hornady	Bullet	Chart	will	rapidly	display	the	range	of
calibers	(bullet	diameters),	weights,	shapes,	tips,	inner	constructions,	and	designations	applied	to	our	bullet	line.	67	Bullet	Seating	.	780	50	BMG	.	AMP®	JACKET	The	jacket	has	virtually	zero	runout	and	near	zero	wall	thickness	variation.	The	Hornady®	4DOF	™	(Four	Degrees	Of	Freedom)	Ballistic	Calculator	determines	trajectory	solutions	based	on
projectile	Drag	Coefficient	(not	Ballistic	Coefficient),	combined	with	exact	physical	modeling	of	the	projectile	and	its	mass	and	aerodynamic	properties.		Additionally,	it	is	the	first	publicly	available	calculator	that	accurately	determines	the	correct	vertical	shift	a	bullet	experiences	as	it	encounters	a	crosswind;	referred	to	as	Aerodynamic	Jump	(AJ).	We
didn’t	mention	the	need	for	lube	inside	the	necks	of	some	cases	(dry	lubricant,	powdered	graphite,	or	Hornady	One-Shot	all	work	fine	for	the	task).	COPPER	ALLOY	CONSTRUCTION	One-piece	copper	alloy	won’t	separate	and	delivers	devastating	terminal	performance,	deep	penetration	and	95%	weight	retention.	Bullets?	With	Cannelure	XTP®	.	In
this	illustration,	from	left	to	right:	the	seating	die	not	only	seated	the	bullet,	it	squashed	the	shoulder;	next,	the	bullet	is	correctly	seated	to	the	cannelure	and	crimped;	in	the	next	case,	the	bullet	is	not	seated	quite	deeply	enough	nor	crimped;	and	finally,	the	bullet	is	seated	so	high	that	this	round	will	not	function	through	a	magazine,	let	alone
chamber.	Change	a	primer?	Hornady	Sonic	Cleaners,	in	combination	with	One	Shot®	Sonic	Clean™	Solution,	use	ultrasonic	technology	to	clean	cartridge	cases	inside	and	out.	Label	your	loads.	8.	.Hollow	Base	Wadcutter	HP	.	You’ll	always	be	safe	if	you	begin	to	load	at	the	lowest	load	listed	in	the	Hornady	data	and	gradually	work	up	(increase)	your
load.	686	350	Remington	Magnum	.	Internal	threading	prevents	it	from	pulling	loose	and	the	elliptical	expander	eliminates	the	need	for	a	separate	expander	die	for	necking-up	to	the	next	caliber.	Fastest:	1.	See	data	at	hornady.com/data	270	Winchester	(Encore)	.	675	357	Magnum	(Rifle)	.	Considerable	Berdan	ammunition	has	reached	the	U.	Here
may	be	the	evidence	of	careless	or	even	dangerous	reloading	practices;	loading	too	hot	a	load;	using	the	wrong	powder;	mistakes	in	powder	charges.	257	25-35	Winchester	.	Basics	of	Reloading	61	Case	Chamfering	Once	you	have	trimmed	cartridge	brass,	you	will	get	not	only	a	case	of	the	right	length,	but	burrs	and	other	imperfections	inside	the
case.	In	our	research	match	primers	performed	very,	very	consistently	from	load	to	load	as	measured	by	our	pressure	tests.	Leaving	a	solvent-wetted	barrel	to	soak	overnight	is	not	too	long	a	wait	before	getting	on	with	the	cleaning	task.	The	question	is	probably	best	answered	with	a	question:	why	calculate	a	trajectory	using	a	mathematical
comparison	of	your	bullet	to	a	“Standard	Projectile”	(oversimplification	of	BC)	when	you	can	use	an	exact	model	of	the	projectile	in	the	trajectory	calculation	(Drag	Coefficient)?		Using	Doppler	radar,	Hornady	ballisticians	have	calculated	the	exact	drag	versus	velocity	curve	for	each	projectile	in	the	4DOF	bullet	database.	356	270	Weatherby	Magnum
.	This	allows	the	tip	to	build	up	energy	before	smashing	into	the	core,	causing	dramatic	fragmentation	of	the	core	and	jacket.	327	6.5mm-06	.	So	rapidly	do	gravity	and	air	resistance	come	into	play	that	the	bullet	departure	line	is	tangent	to	the	trajectory	only	at	the	muzzle.	646	338	Marlin	Express	.	Shooters	who	go	from	low	altitudes	to	high	altitudes
or	vice	versa	should	bring	along	enough	ammunition	to	sight	in	their	firearms	at	the	new	location.	The	bullets	perform	extraordinarily	consistently	with	no	BC	degradation	at	extended	range.	Seating	the	bullet	deeper	to	allow	more	travel	before	it	takes	the	rifling,	as	in	these	next	two	illustrations,	permits	the	bullet	to	get	a	good	running	start	(Fig	7).
If	the	finished	jacket	is	not	of	uniform	thickness	around	its	entire	circumference,	if	it	varies	by	even	so	little	as	five	ten	thousandths	of	an	inch,	the	resulting	bullet	may	be	unbalanced	sufficiently	to	veer	from	its	intended	line	of	flight.	We	make	a	3-part	remover	consisting	of	a	#7	drill	bit,	a	1⁄4"–20	tap,	and	a	remover	body	that	fits	over	the	stuck	case
and	on	the	base	of	the	die.	110.	We	are	not	concerned	with	internal	ballistics,	the	province	of	the	firearms	engineer	or	powder	chemist,	nor	with	terminal	ballistics,	the	province	of	the	forensic	pathologist	or	other	scientific	specialists.	38	VIHT	N-310	BULLSEYE	TITEWAD	Vectan	AS	RED	DOT	Accurate	No.	2	CLAYS	IMR	700	X	TITEGROUP	AMERICAN
SELECT	SOLO	1000	VIHT	N-320	GREEN	DOT	INTERNATIONAL	CLAYS	WIN	231	ZIP	Trail	Boss	HP-38	Vectan	AO	VIHT	N-330	IMR	PB	Accurate	No.	5	Vectan	A1	UNIQUE	POWER	PISTOL	UNIVERSAL	REX-3	IMR	SR-7625	IMR	800	X	HERCO	HS-6	SILHOUETTE	VIHT	N-340	WIN	AutoComp	WIN	WSF	IMR	SR-4756	37.	Many	reloaders,	though,	may
check	the	measure’s	accuracy	by	weighing	a	charge	several	times	in	the	course	of	loading	a	large	number	of	cases.	462	308	Marlin	Express	.	That	said,	let’s	review	safety	pointers	for	reloading.	16.	Fig	1	Fig	2	We’ll	note	here,	however,	that	too	much	of	a	good	thing	can	be	a	problem.	But,	while	our	case	conforms	perfectly	to	the	chamber	in	which	it
has	been	fired,	one	important	dimension	has	been	changed	so	that	it	cannot	be	reused	as	is:	the	case	neck	has	expanded	to	release	the	bullet	and	is	now	too	large	to	hold	a	new	bullet	securely.	As	long	as	the	bullet	is	in	the	barrel	it	rotates	around	its	center	of	form	(Fig	4).	255	256	Winchester	Magnum	.	796	6mm	TCU	.	Bullets	are	seated	to	a	depth	to
meet	standard	overall	length	as	established	by	SAAMI,	the	Sporting	Arms	and	Ammunition	Manufacturers	Institute.	The	final	result	is	a	group	with	more	dispersion	than	we	would	like.	A	CHART	OF	POWDER	BURNING	RATE	APPROXIMATIONS	IN	METALLIC	CARTRIDGES,	FROM	FASTEST	TO	SLOWEST	Burning	rates	cannot	be	measured	precisely
in	absolute	or	even	relative	terms	when	comparing	one	powder	with	all	other	powders.	They	are	hunters,	they	argue,	not	forensic	pathologists.	BULLETS:	Bullet	performance	can	vary	between	firearms,	whether	because	of	their	weight,	shape,	amount	of	bearing	surface,	or	length.	1	Reloading	and	Bullet	Accuracy	.	Powders	were	selected	using	several
criteria.	This	brings	us	face	to	face	with	a	decision	that	plagues	and	confuses	many	reloaders:	whether	they	should	full-length	resize	their	cases,	returning	them	to	standard	dimensions—or	whether	they	should	resize	the	necks	only.	Hornady	®	FTX®	bullets	achieve	reliable	expansion	over	a	wide	range	of	velocities.	740	44	Remington	Magnum	(Rifle)
.	291	6.5	X	54mm	Mannlicher-Schoenauer	.	58	Reloading	Step-by-Step	.	Now	to	some	more	general	discussions	about	bullet	choice.	219	5.6	X	52mm	(22	Savage	High	Power)	.	The	458	Winchester	Magnum,	for	example,	is	a	straightwalled	rifle	cartridge,	while	the	7mm	Remington	BR	is	a	bottle-necked	handgun	cartridge.	Primers	are	the	most	active,
potentially	dangerous	component	employed	in	reloading.	Not	only	are	there	multiple	steps	through	which	our	gilding	metal	must	pass	on	its	way	to	becoming	a	finished	jacket,	the	concentricity	problem	is	compounded	by	our	need	to	internally	shape	the	jacket	to	control	expansion	in	our	hunting	bullets.	People	who’ve	come	to	reloading	for	whatever
reason	or	sets	of	reasons	enjoy	the	pleasure	reloading	gives	them.	Doing	your	shooting	with	super	accurate	and	effective	cartridges	which	you	yourself	have	loaded	not	only	provides	more	shooting	for	your	money,	but	better	shooting.	How	to	do	that	is	the	subject	of	this	book.	(Crimps	for	semi-automatic	cartridges	are	most	often	taper	crimps	to
facilitate	proper	functioning.)	Belted	cases	headspace	on	the	front	edge	of	the	belt.	CANNELURE	Provides	accurate	and	consistent	crimping,	and	also	works	with	the	InterLock®	ring	to	control	expansion.	The	system	includes	a	floating	bullet	alignment	sleeve,	a	floating	steel	seating	stem	and	a	built-in	crimper	for	benchrest	precision.	When	possible,
loading	data	was	fired	in	a	special	firearm	designed	to	measure	pressure.	Or	anything	else	for	that	matter.	183	5.6	X	50mm	Magnum	.	Cases	that	“grow”	too	long	will	eventually	not	chamber	in	your	firearm.	PUT	COMPONENTS	BACK	IN	THEIR	ORIGINAL	CONTAINERS.	Identify	the	components.	If	you	put	away	components	carefully	after	a	reloading
session,	you’ll	never	have	to	discard	unmarked	powder	or	primers.	"Accurate,	deadly,	dependable"	described	his	products	so	well	that	it	was	to	become	the	new	company’s	first	advertising	slogan.	CRIMPING	CANNELURE	AND	PRESSURE	RELIEVING	GROOVES	Reduces	both	bearing	surface	and	fouling,	and	aids	in	consistent	reloads.	The	following
examples	quickly	demonstrate	the	importance	of	shape	to	velocity	retention	and	flat	trajectory.	946	Table	of	Contents	xi	45	S	&	W	Schofield	.	.625"	Expanded	44	cal.	52.	76.	22	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	There	will	be	ample	evidence	to	confirm	the	existence	of	dangerous	pressure	levels	directly	attributable	to	the	overlength	cases.	19.
Performance	for	hunting	bullets,	however,	is	a	far	more	complex	matter.	76	Pressure	Signs	.	V-MAX®	bullets	are	also	available	in	factory-loaded	Varmint	Express®	and	Superformance®	Varmint™	ammo.	99.	150	222	Remington	.	Hornady	was	especially	optimistic.	Flat	Point	FTX®	.	629	8	X	57mm	Mauser	.	•	You	need	to	work	very	hard	to	get	into
trouble	reloading.	Your	cases	are	too	long	(trim	cases).	RANGE	(YARDS)	MUZZLE	100	200	300	400	500	VELOCITY	(fps)	2900	2627	2371	2129	1901	1690	TRAJECTORY–100	yd	zero	-1.5"	0.0"	-3.6"	-13.3"	-30.8"	-57.9"	Results:	Calculated	ballistic	coefficient	=	.338	TEST	NO.	Ballistic	coefficients	for	most	Hornady	bullets	were	determined	by	computer
calculations	using	data	from	test	firing	research	performed	in	our	200	yard	underground	test	range.	109.	70.	812	6.5	JDJ	.	See	data	at	hornady.com/data	7mm	International	Rimmed	.	As	much	as	a	shooter	needs	to	understand	such	variables	as	trajectories,	the	effects	of	wind	drift,	and	bullet	velocities	over	anticipated	hunting	ranges,	so,	too,	must	he
give	thought	to	the	energy	that	the	bullet	will	generate	upon	impact.	381	7	X	64mm	Brenneke	.	Continue	to	tighten	the	screw	until	the	stuck	case	comes	out	of	the	die.	It	is	necessary	only	to	dip	the	neck	lightly	in	a	dry	lubricant,	such	as	powdered	graphite,	to	prepare	for	the	resizing	operation.	Despite	safety	features	incorporated	in	modern	rifle
actions,	case	failure	resulting	from	faulty	headspacing	poses	possible	dangers	to	the	shooter.	The	difference	between	trajectories	results	from	different	angles	of	departure	required	to	zero	the	firearm	(change	its	point	of	impact)	at	two	ranges;	100	yards	and	200	yards.	9.	Berdan	primed	ammunition	is	used,	to	some	extent,	in	Europe.	Most	cases	can
be	neck	sized	in	a	normal	full	length	die	just	by	unscrewing	it	slightly,	though	a	proper	neck	sizing	die	is	preferred.	Thank	you	to	the	whole	team	for	your	help.	504	30-06	Springfield	.	Whatever	you	may	have	heard	before,	these	are	the	facts.	But	try	these	rules	of	thumb:	faster	burning	powders	generally	have	a	smaller	maximum	charge	and	slower
burning	powders	a	larger	maximum	charge.	Experimentation	with	seating	depths	can	help	you	achieve	the	best.	1450	fps	85%	Wt.	Ret.	We	have	chosen	to	compare	in	this	example	two	bullets	of	identical	caliber,	weight,	and	sectional	density	fired	at	identical	3000	fps	muzzle	velocities.	When	WW	II	concluded,	it	was	clear	that	there	would	be	plenty	of
surplus	ammunition	available	to	shooters,	though	none	of	it	loaded	with	bullets	suitable	for	hunting.	So,	if	you	want	more	accuracy	than	you’re	getting	with	one	combination,	try	another	bullet.	If	a	lot	of	bullets	didn’t	measure	up,	feedback	was	immediate.	A	powder	may	burn	at	different	rates	in	a	308	Winchester	as	compared	to	a	243	Winchester	or
as	compared	to	a	358	Winchester,	even	though	each	of	these	cartridges	has	the	same	approximate	volume.	835	7mm-08	Remington	.	The	“bullet	works,”	as	his	children	sometimes	light	heartedly	referred	to	the	company,	was	a	very	interesting	business.	The	higher	the	terminal	velocity	of	the	bullet,	the	higher	its	terminal	Tips	and	Techniques	93
energy.	742	444	Marlin	.	Successive	charges	are	typically	thrown	until	the	powder	measure	is	fully	adjusted	to	drop	the	correct	charge	each	time.	SECANT	OGIVE	PROFILE	The	geometric	profile	works	to	produce	low	drag	and	flatter	trajectories.	70	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	4.	889	357	Remington	Maximum	(T/C)	.	What	bullet	is
made	for	what	purpose?	The	abuse	to	which	they	have	been	subjected	may	lead	to	head	separation	or	cartridge	wall	rupturing.	868	38	Automatic	.	Hornady	Reloading	Research	We	have	in	general	selected	components	that	are	readily	available	through	commercial	reloading	supply	dealers	and	firearms	retailers.	The	DGX®	bullet	features	a	flat	meplat
for	straight	penetration,	maximum	energy	transfer	and	devastating	results.	Short	Jacket	SP	.	Your	firearm	has	become	overheated	due	to	hot	weather	or	repeated	firing	(allow	firearm	to	cool	or	re-establish	a	new	load	for	hot	weather)	Tips	and	Techniques	81	Occasionally,	some	of	these	symptoms	may	have	other	causes.	88	Correction	Factors	.	751
45-70	Government	(Trap	Door)	.	Then,	whether	you	want	to	reload	for	rifle	or	handgun,	essentially	the	same	basic	equipment	is	needed:	(1)	a	reloading	press,	(2)	shellhead	holder,	(3)	a	lubrication	system	(though	cases	needn’t	be	lubed	when	using	Hornady	titanium	nitride	dies),	(4)	reloading	dies,	(5)	a	priming	system,	(6)	a	powder	scale,	and	(7)	a
powder	measure	(certainly	if	you’re	going	to	be	loading	a	lot	of	ammo).	Velocity	is	high	at	3650	fps—but	at	the	expense	of	rather	dangerous	pressure.	864	357	Sig	.	Moreover,	instead	of	spending	a	great	deal	of	time	on	the	road	as	the	company’s	chief	salesman,	he	employed	a	staff	of	professional	sales	representatives	to	handle	marketing	duties.	5.
Keep	food	and	drink	away	from	the	reloading	bench.	The	concentricity	of	the	match	grade	jacket	design	provides	maximum	accuracy	at	all	ranges	as	well	as	explosive	expansion,	even	at	velocities	as	low	as	1600	fps.	Coupled	with	precision	swaged	cores	and	manufactured	to	the	tightest	standards	in	the	industry,	all	Hornady	®	Match™	and	A-MAX®
bullets	provide	superior	consistency,	high	ballistic	coefficients	and	unprecedented	levels	of	accuracy.	985	Conversion	Tables	.	Follow	instructions.	Typical	hollow	point	pistol	bullets	deliver	good	performance	at	modest	velocities,	but	have	a	tendency	to	expand	too	quickly	and	sacrifice	penetration	at	the	higher	velocities	achieved	with	lever	action
guns.	Inertia	pullers	require	you	to	hold	the	cartridge	case	against	the	rim	or	extractor	groove	and	hitting	the	inertial	device	against	something	solid.	622	303	British	.	By	measuring	new	case	dimensions	before	and	after	firing,	you	will	be	able	to	note	signs	of	excess	pressure.	Start	with	a	brush	and	solvent	(we’ll	name	Shooter’s	Choice	as	an
example).	713	375	Weatherby	Magnum	.	91.	Never	ingest	lead.	817	7mm	TCU	.	59	Check	List	.	The	V-MAX®	profile	also	provides	the	maximum	bearing	surface	for	added	in-flight	stability.	Others	have	said	it’s	fine	if	the	bullet	enters	and	exits	its	target	as	long	as	it	does	deadly	damage	on	its	way.	Enlarged	primer	pockets	—	in	the	worst	cases	with
the	primer	blown	loose.	All	reformed	cases	need	to	be	checked	for	proper	case	length	and	trimmed.	It	is	ideal	for	both	long	range	and	moderate	distances	and	is	available	for	the	low-drag	precision	bullets	listed	in	the	drop	down	menu	of	the	calculator.	225	gr.	Does	it	chamber?	Such	a	rupture	might	permit	gas	to	escape	rearward	through	the	action,
endangering	the	safety	of	the	shooter.	Whatever	its	angle	of	departure	and	whatever	its	muzzle	velocity,	a	shell	or	bullet	will	lose	velocity	from	air	resistance	and	lose	height	because	of	gravity.	It	delivers	pinpoint	accuracy	with	every	shot.	Boat	Tail,	Hollow	Point	C/T	.	I	n-line	Bullet	Seating	System	Our	seating	system	holds	the	bullet,	the	case	neck
and	the	seating	stem	in	perfect	alignment	in	the	sleeve	BEFORE	the	bullet	enters	the	neck	of	the	case.	Factory	ammunition	must	necessarily	forego	some	accuracy	potential	for	the	individual	rifle,	to	perform	satisfactorily	in	all	the	different	rifles	in	which	it	may	be	used.	56.	Looking	forward	from	the	year	2016,	it	appears	that	the	Hornady	heritage
and	the	Hornady	vision	are	one	and	the	same.	29.	Smaller	than	required	bullet	diameters	may	not	give	such	potentially	dangerous	results,	but	both	velocity	and	accuracy	will	suffer.	803	25	Automatic	.	Rest	assured	pressures	will	rise,	possibly	to	lethal	levels.	Who	needs	load	contamination	or	component	contamination?	Lower	temperatures	generally
lower	pressures	and	velocity.	6	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	The	bedrock	principles	of	quality,	continuous	improvement,	and	innovation	led	the	company	to	introduce	its	“Innergroove”	bullet	design	in	1965.	That’s	why	the	people	at	Hornady	Manufacturing	take	accuracy	so	seriously.	Do	the	same	while	reloading.	250	25-20	Winchester	.
707	375	H	&	H	Magnum	.	64.	MATCH	ACCURATE	HUNTING	BULLET	Streamlined	secant	ogive	with	optimum	boattail	design	+	highly	concentric	AMP®	bullet	jackets	+	patent	pending	Heat	Shield®	tip	combine	for	radically	superior	aerodynamic	efficiency.	Hornady	Manufacturing	Company	has	no	control	over	the	components	and	equipment	which
may	be	used	with	this	published	information,	therefore,	no	responsibility	is	implied	or	assumed	for	results	obtained	through	its	use.	Responsiveness.	The	brief	tour	of	Hornady	bullets	and	their	purposes	should	get	you	started	thinking	about	bullet	choice	parameters.	551	300	Winchester	Short	Magnum	.	The	shooter	may	get	belted	sorely	in	the	cheek;
the	bolt	may	have	to	be	hammered	open;	and	case	head	may	present	clear	indications	of	too	much	pressure	(Fig	5).	This	assures	a	heavier	mass	to	penetrate	the	game	animal	and	propagate	shock	waves	within	it.	Dangerous	Game	eXpanding	ELD®	.	The	bonding	process,	along	with	a	thicker,	stiffer	jacket,	allows	InterBond®	bullets	to	retain	more
than	90%	of	their	mass,	even	through	tough	hide	and	bones.	Assuming	90	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	that	you	know	the	temperature,	barometric	pressure,	and	ballistic	coefficient	of	the	bullet	you	will	be	shooting	in	non-standard	conditions,	you	can	calculate	the	apparent	ballistic	coefficient	of	the	bullet	and	otherwise	find	the
trajectory	for	your	non-standard	condition	site.	Tougher	than	pure	copper,	the	mono-metal	copper	alloy	has	been	proven	to	shoot	cleaner,	foul	less,	and	deliver	consistent,	even	pressure	curves.	93.	To	get	the	answer	to	this	question	we’ll	return	to	our	cutaway	illustrations.	116.	Wrong	bullet,	uncertain	powder,	whatever	problem	has	created	an
unshootable	load,	there	is	a	way	to	correct	it,	generally	while	saving	the	case	and	bullet,	too.	54.	Fig	3	Don’t	over-lubricate	cases.	Even	today,	Hornady	toolmakers	create	many	of	the	tools,	dies	and	other	equipment	used	to	make	Hornady	products.	43.	Expressed	another	way,	round	nose	and	pointed	bullets	will	require	different	sight	adjustments	to
attain	the	same	zero	over	the	same	range.	970	500	Smith	&	Wesson	Magnum	.	689	35	Whelen	.	67.	38.	Our	exclusive	knurling	system	retains	lubricant	over	the	entire	bearing	surface	to	reduce	leading	in	your	barrel.	BONDED	CORE	The	bonded	design	ensures	that	the	bullet	achieves	controlled	expansion	with	virtually	no	fragmentation	and	the	core
will	never	separate	from	the	jacket.	138.	Neal	Emery,	Editor	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading,	10th	Edition	iii	Table	of	Contents	Foreword,	Acknowledgements	&	Introduction	.	84.	Hornady	learned	the	entrepreneur's	first	lesson;	"a	banker	is	someone	who'll	lend	you	an	umbrella	only	when	the	sun	is	shining."	In	1949,	with	WW	II	over,	with
the	economy	returning	to	peace	time	status,	with	shortages	beginning	to	recede,	with	Americans	anxious	to	get	on	with	normal	lives,	Joyce	Hornady	started	a	new	business.	Always	refer	to	specific	cartridge	reloading	data	for	the	firearm	you	are	using.	124.	L	ock	Rings	with	Wrench	Flats	The	Hornady	Sure-Loc™	lock	rings	clamp	around	the	entire	die
applying	constant	pressure	to	hold	the	ring	in	place.	Its	ballistic	coefficient	is	1.050.	Tips	and	Techniques	89	Correction	Factors	Ballistic	coefficients	are	calculated	not	only	with	reference	to	a	standard	projectile,	but	with	reference	to	standard	test	conditions	as	well.	17.	754	45-70	Government	(1895	Marlin)	.	But,	because	the	jacket	of	this	bullet	was
made	with	a	thinner	wall	on	one	side,	there	is	more	lead	there	(Fig	2)	and	the	center	of	balance	is	moved	ever	so	slightly	in	the	direction	of	the	heavier	side,	perhaps	less	than	a	thousandth	of	an	inch	(Fig	3).	The	reloader	has	entire	control	over	seating	depth	up	to	the	physical	limitations	of	action,	magazine,	or	barrel.	59	Case	Cleaning	.	The	standard
projectile	on	which	most	Hornady	bullets	were	compared	was	the	G1	Model,	based	on	work	begun	in	France	and	refined	at	the	U.	For	calculating	trajectories	of	traditional	hunting	and	varmint	bullets	using	BCs	(ballistic	coefficients),	the	Standard	Ballistics	Calculator	is	more	applicable.	DEVASTATING	CONVENTIONAL	RANGE	PERFORMANCE	With
high	velocity	0-400	yard	impact,	the	bullet	continually	expands	throughout	its	penetration	path.	CANNELURE	Provides	accurate	and	consistent	crimping	and	also	works	with	InterLock®	ring	to	ensure	the	core	and	jacket	remain	locked	during	expansion.	But,	when	it	leaves	the	barrel,	it	spins	around	its	center	of	gravity	(Fig	5)	and	this	causes	it	to
veer	slightly	off	its	intended	course	at	a	tangent	to	the	spiral	described	by	its	center	of	gravity	as	it	went	up	the	bore.	You	can	run	a	30-06	case	through	a	270	full	length	resizing	die	and	have	a	new	case.	Cleaned	and	polished	cases	can	help	improve	the	accuracy	of	your	reloaded	cartridges.	The	second	is	gravity.	That’s	obvious	for	competitive
shooters.	46.	S.	His	skill	is	involved,	his	judgment	is	required,	his	intelligence	is	always	called	for—and	he	will	face	real	challenges	in	the	field.	776	505	Gibbs	.	Factory	ammo	is,	and	must	be,	manufactured	to	specifications	which	will	insure	its	functioning	satisfactorily	despite	a	wide	range	of	chamber	tolerances	in	a	variety	of	bolt,	slide,	lever,
autoloading,	and	single	shot	rifles,	and	revolvers	and	pistols	both	domestic	and	foreign.	You’re	courting	danger	if	you	don’t	exercise	care	in	load	development.	That’s	the	core	of	reloading—the	usability	of	one	of	the	most	expensive	components	in	a	round	of	ammunition.	SP	2700	fps	70%	Wt.	Ret.	Resizing	this	spent	case	is	essential	to	using	it	again	in
your	firearm.	.Extremely	Low	Drag	ELD-X®	.	42.	Loads	are	not	recipes	you	can	adjust	at	will.	Actually,	there’s	one	before	it.	Yes,	if	seating	adjustments	are	not	properly	made.	The	nation	was	optimistic.	Return	the	die	with	the	stuck	case	to	the	factory	for	case	removal?	Expressed	as	a	formula,	B.C.	=	Drag	of	standard	projectile	Drag	of	test	projectile
Observe	that	ballistic	coefficients	in	this	book	are,	with	only	one	exception,	less	than	unity	[1.0],	indicating	that	these	test	projectiles—	bullets	for	small	arms—encountered	more	resistance	than	the	standard.	See	data	at	hornady.com/data	221	Remington	Fireball	.	Available	as	aerosol	or	pump	spray,	this	non-petroleum	lubricant	will	not	contaminate
powder	or	primers.	728	416	Ruger	.	Seat	a	bullet	in	a	case	without	powder	or	a	primer	to	create	a	dummy	round	and	try	it	out.	It	is	always	prudent	to	reduce	an	established	charge,	and	gradually	work	to	a	new	load	with	the	new	bullet.	A	bullet	completely	releases	its	energy	in	the	target	only	if	it	remains	in	the	game	animal.	Once	the	adjustment	is
made,	we	are	ready	to	both	size	and	deprime	cases.	42	MonoFlex®	.	148.	The	camming	action	of	the	bolt	is	so	powerful	that	it	will	actually	crimp	the	case	mouth	fully	into	the	bullet	(Fig	3)	and	wedge	the	case	so	solidly	between	the	bullet	and	the	throat	that	the	neck	cannot	expand	to	release	the	bullet.	28.	The	firearm	itself	may	be	the	cause	of
inaccuracy	if	the	muzzle	is	burred,	if	the	throat	is	eroded	in	the	barrel,	or	if	the	trigger	is	so	jerky	the	shooter	cannot	maintain	his	hold	from	shot	to	shot.	There	are	Berdan	decappers	available,	though	carefully	directed	ice	picks	have	been	known	to	work	in	a	pinch.	Incorporating	a	very	hard	high	antimony	lead	core	with	a	copperclad	steel	jacket,	this
bullet	maintains	integrity	and	overall	weight	retention	when	driving	through	even	the	toughest	hide	and	bone.	74.	527	300	Remington	Short	Action	Ultra	Magnum	.	We’ll	demonstrate	in	the	following	pages	that	it’s	possible	for	the	shooter	to	do	something	about	accuracy	problems	if	he	understands	their	origins	and	takes	the	right	steps	to	correct
them.	872	38	Super	Automatic	.	26.	In	this	illustration,	the	reloader	is	measuring	the	cartridge	overall	length	(COL)	listed	for	every	bullet/	cartridge	combination	in	the	Hornady	Handbook.	Reduced	loads	can	produce	both	high	pressures	and	unpredictable	results.	A	visitor	to	Grand	Island,	Nebraska	can	quickly	discover	how	active	the	Hornady	family
has	been	in	community	affairs,	how	generous	in	its	philanthropy,	how	concerned	for	helping	others—including	the	larger	shooting	community.	“Fireforming”	involves	firing	the	appropriate	initial	cartridge	in	the	chamber	of	the	firearm	of	the	new	caliber.	Moreover,	many	who	hunt	with	them	regard	them	as	utterly	reliable	over	their	intended
distances.	767	458	Lott	.	Available	in	9MM,	40	S&W	&	45	Auto.	All	reloaders,	however,	will	benefit	by	primer	pocket	cleaning	and	by	using	cases	of	the	same	manufacturer.	For	many	reloaders	pride	in	workmanship	begins	in	earnest.	Most	feature	our	exclusive	InterLock®	design	—	a	raised	ring	inside	the	jacket	that	is	embedded	in	the	bullet’s	core
that	keeps	the	core	and	jacket	locked	together	during	expansion	to	retain	mass	and	energy.	Repeated	full	length	resizing	will	keep	lengthening	the	case	until	it	must	eventually	be	trimmed,	possibly	after	only	three	or	four	rounds.	Press	operators	inspecting	a	bullet	just	off	the	press.	FIGURE	B	Tips	and	Techniques	87	The	Ballistic	Coefficient	Before
discussing	this	topic	in	more	detail,	let’s	dispel	some	myths	surrounding	it.	By	1954,	they	were	making	29	bullets	in	11	calibers.	12.	Its	sales	reps	were	the	best	in	the	business.	145.	Other	pressure	signs	of	significance	were	cratered	or	Tips	and	Techniques	85	flattened	primers,	brass	flow	into	ejector	slots,	case	head	separations,	as	well	as	difficult
case	extraction.	Change	a	cartridge	case?	HIGH	WEIGHT-RETENTION	High	weight	retention	is	a	significant	benefit	to	the	GMX®	and	monolithic	family	of	bullets,	routinely	retaining	95%	or	more	of	their	original	weight.	In	1949,	Hornady	produced	16	bullets	in	.22,	.25,	.270	and	.30	calibers.	Our	purpose	here	is	to	help	clarify	certain	aspects	of
shooting	and	reloading	which	are	frequently	unknown	or	misunderstood.	68.	267	257	Roberts	Improved	.	During	testing	of	what	would	become	the	ELD-X®	hunting	bullet,	Hornady®	engineers,	using	Doppler	radar,	discovered	that	conventional	bullet	tip	materials	were	melting	and	deforming	in	flight,	resulting	in	BC	reduction	and	degradation	of
accuracy,	particularly	at	extended	ranges	(400	yards	+).	Put	things	back	where	they	belong.	941	45	Auto	Rim	.	Many	reloaders	find	that	one	primer	works	best	in	their	firearm	and	simply	stick	with	it.	34	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Cartridge	Cases	Brass	cartridge	cases,	approximately	70%	copper	and	30%	zinc,	are	the	fundamental
reloading	component.	Making	bullets	for	reloaders?	Next	both	are	locked	into	the	press.	U.S.	Patent:	6,481,916	72	10	th	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Ed.	Accuracy	Accuracy	is	every	shooter’s	concern.	684	358	Winchester	.	Upon	impact,	the	thin	nose	section	of	the	bullet	peels	back	and	sheds	material	until	it	reaches	the	thick	shank	of
the	bullet	jacket	where	the	InterLock®	ring	works	to	keep	the	core	and	jacket	together.	34.	33.	Making	a	243	Winchester	case	directly	from	a	308	Winchester	generally	results	in	a	very	low	yield.	The	average	hunter	or	casual	shooter	will	not	gain	much	by	case	neck	turning	or	individual	case	weighing.	The	full	length	sizing	die,	though	adjusted	for
minimum	headspace,	“works”	the	brass,	eventually	making	it	flow	into	the	neck	area	thereby	lengthening	the	case	(Fig	3).	296	6.5	Grendel	.	No	hunting	bullet	can	be	as	effective	as	possible	if	it	does	not	expand	to	a	larger	diameter	than	its	caliber	dimension.	Atmospheric	pressure=29.53"	of	Hg.	Relative	humidity=78%.	PRIMERS:	As	we	stress	often
in	the	Hornady	Handbook,	when	you	have	developed	a	suitable	load	with	one	set	of	components,	you	need	to	develop	it	again	when	changing	any	single	component.	Fig	2	Fig	3	As	the	pressure	continues	to	build,	the	case	is	forced	so	tightly	against	the	chamber	wall	that	it	cannot	move;	but	since	we	had	a	gap	between	the	base	of	the	cartridge	case
and	the	face	of	bolt	or	breech	block—what	we	termed	a	little	headspace—the	case	itself	must	stretch	in	the	head	region	circled	to	force	the	case	head	back.	Straight-walled	pistol	cartridges,	for	example	the	45	ACP,	headspace	on	the	mouth	of	the	case.	IMPACT	VELOCITIES:	30	CAL.	See	data	at	hornady.com/data	32	Automatic	(7.65mm	Browning)	.
922	44	Remington	Magnum	(T/C)	.	97.	(Absolute	zero	is	–459.4°	Fahrenheit	or	0°	Rankine.)	The	resulting	ratio	is	also	a	multiplier	in	the	correction	process.	A	toolmaker	creating	a	custom	tool	for	one	of	the	presses	in	the	1960s.	10	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Preface	In	modified	form,	the	following	essay	has	been	featured	in	each	of
the	preceding	editions	of	the	Hornady	Handbook.	Here	the	cartridge	block	is	brought	to	the	measure	and	moved—in	a	systematic	way—to	charge	each	case.	853	32	H	&	R	Magnum	.	And,	because	we	cannot	chamber	each	bullet	with	its	center	of	gravity	similarly	aligned	in	the	barrel,	subsequent	shots	will	diverge	at	arbitrary	angles,	slight	though	they
may	be.	22.	Several	manufacturers	now	produce	match	primers	for	use	in	competitive	shooting.	Compression	Lock	This	o-ring	provides	the	necessary	tension	to	make	fine	adjustments	easier,	and	keep	the	die	set	in	place.	By	constantly	Pacific	Tool	was	one	of	the	monitoring	the	quality	of	the	bullets	as	they	are	being	produced,	oldest	manufacturers	of
Hornady	can	guarantee	premium	bullets	that	meet	the	company’s	reloading	equipment.	When	you	can	cut	your	ammunition	costs	by	up	to	half	(or	do	twice	as	much	shooting	for	the	same	outlay),	there	is	a	real	economic	advantage	to	becoming	a	reloader.	103.	Basics	of	Reloading	71	How	Lock-N-Load®	Works:	The	Hornady®	Lock-N-Load®	system
features	quick	tool	change	technology	that	allows	you	to	switch	rifle	and	pistol	dies,	powder	dies,	check	dies,	bullet	seaters	or	crimp	dies	without	having	to	change	the	whole	die	head.	Sooty	gas	leakage	around	the	primer.	Many	reloaders	of	rimless	cases	prefer	to	resize	the	case	neck	only,	a	technique	that	is	fine	for	strong	bolt	actions	but	not	useful
for	pumps,	semi-autos,	and	lever-actions	because	they	lack	equally	strong	camming	action.	54	HAP®	.	Your	own	handling	of	cartridge	cases	will	depend	on	your	accuracy	requirements.	This	is	true	of	bullets	of	the	finest	jacket	uniformity	and	overall	concentricity.	48.	Standard	primers	were	used	for	most	calibers	with	most	powders.	DELIVERS	THE
HIGHEST	DEGREE	OF	ACCURACY	AND	BULLET-TO-BULLET/LOT-TO-LOT	CONSISTENCY.	J.W.	Hornady	had	paid	his	very	first	employees	more	than	he	paid	himself.	160	gr.	149.	BARREL	AND	ACTION	BEDDING:	How	barrel	and	action	are	fitted	to	the	stock	can	have	important	accuracy	consequences.	653	338	Ruger	Compact	Magnum	.	The	NTX®
is	a	phenomenal	choice	when	a	non-lead	bullet	is	required.	As	you	will	observe	from	time	to	time	throughout	the	loading	data,	we	have	found	particular	combinations	of	powder,	charge	weight,	and	bullets	to	be	especially	accurate.	The	family	To	get	the	word	out	about	Hornady	bullets,	Joyce	was	a	frequent	exhibitor	at	shows	throughout	the	country.
XTP®	Mag™	bullets	provide	the	same	controlled	expansion,	accuracy	and	dependability	as	regular	XTP®	’s,	but	are	built	to	withstand	the	higher	velocities	and	impacts	from	ultra-powerful,	magnum	handguns.	If	optimum	accuracy	and	prolonged	case	life	are	important	to	the	reloader,	our	advice	is	to	neck	size	alone	whenever	practical.	It	requires
only	four	different	components	(empty	cases,	primers,	powder,	and	bullets)	and	this	basic	equipment:	a	powder	measure,	scale,	a	reloading	press,	a	set	of	dies,	some	case	lube,	and	a	loading	manual.	48	NTX®	.	Common	sense	suggests	that	a	bullet	might	perform	better	in	higher	temperatures	(less	dense	air),	at	lower	barometric	pressures	(less	air
pressure),	and	at	higher	altitudes	(much	lighter	air).	Use	no	machine	with	a	danger	of	sparking.	903	40	Smith	&	Wesson	.	961	45-70	Government	(T/C	Handgun)	.	60	Case	Length	Measurement	.	Plus,	they	immediately	expand	to	more	than	twice	their	diameter	for	maximum	energy	transfer.	The	chamfering	and	deburring	steps	shown	here	are	very
important	after	trimming.	©	2016 	| 	First	printing	HORNADY	MANUFACTURING	COMPANY	GRAND	ISLAND,	NEBRASKA	68802	U.S.A.	Reloading	data	presented	here	derived	from	extensive	testing	by	Hornady	Manufacturing	Company.	And	Hornady	bullets	are	winning	more	and	more	shooting	competitions	around	the	world	—	a	testimony	to
their	accuracy.	135.	The	variability	in	accuracy	of	bullets	results	from	their	use	in	your	firearm.	See	data	at	hornady.com/data	22-6mm	.	So,	too,	with	primers.	Emily	Mierau	spent	many	hours	helping	with	photos,	content	ideas	and	proofing.	In	this	photo,	primers	are	picked	up	from	a	primer	flipper	and	captured	in	the	tube.	IMPACT	VELOCITIES	357
cal.	SMALL	GAME	BULLET	CHOICE	POLYMER	TIP	AND	STREAMLINED	DESIGN	FOR	ULTRA	FLAT	TRAJECTORIES	NON-TRADITIONAL	CORE	THAT	IS	CALIFORNIA	COMPATIBLE	DEPENDABLY	ACCURATE	Basics	of	Reloading	49	DGX®	In	the	most	dangerous	hunting	situations,	you	need	a	bullet	that	performs	every	time,	no	matter	the
circumstance.	An	Aside	on	Energy	Over	the	years	many	writers	have	spent	considerable	time	pursuing	the	concept	of	bullet	performance.	To	change	calibers,	simply	twist	the	die	counterclockwise,	remove	die	and	insert	your	next	preset	Lock-N-Load®	die	and	bushing.	Apply	solvent	with	the	brush	and	remove	metal	residue	with	a	pad.	24.	101.	98.
.eXtreme	Terminal	Performance	Basics	of	Reloading	57	Bullet	Choice	Generally	speaking,	rifles	up	to	30	caliber	have	lighter	bullets	for	varmint	hunting	and	heavier	bullets	for	game.	Yes,	some	bullets	are	more	accurate	than	others,	generally	as	a	consequence	of	manufacturing	process	and	precision.	848	x	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading
30	Herrett	.	Performance	is	another	top	reason	for	reloading.	TEST	NO.	In	addition,	they	will	not	scratch	reloading	dies,	thus	prolonging	the	life	of	your	reloading	equipment.	401	7mm	Remington	Magnum	.	129.	130.	Don’t	wait	a	day.	Necking	cartridge	cases	down	may	produce	some	neck	thickness	problems	not	so	troublesome	in	necking	up
operations	when	tapered	expanders	are	employed.	The	Hornady	4DOF	Calculator	accurately	calculates	the	mass	properties,	aerodynamic	properties	and	the	responses	of	the	projectile	as	it	flies	downrange	as	well	as	the	movements	of	the	projectile	due	to	these	responses,	such	as	spin	drift,	accurate	Gyroscopic	Stability	(Sg)	and	Aerodynamic	Jump
(AJ).	(1)	Many	Berdan	primed	cases	are	also	corrosive;	and	(2)	even	those	without	corrosive	priming	compounds	are	difficult	to	reload.	KEEP	COMPONENTS	FROM	KIDS.	34	Cartridge	Cases	.	The	majority	of	shooting	in	the	lab	was	done	by	Trent	Cannon.	TRIGGER	QUALITY:	This	accuracy	factor	often	requires	a	gunsmith	(or	new	trigger	or	trigger
parts)	to	correct.	200	220	Swift	.	86	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Bullet	Departure	Line/Bore	Axis	Angle	of	Elevation	Mid-Range	Trajectory	Base	Line	50	yds.	120.	Some	general	answers	first	and	then	some	specific	answers	will	follow.	Four	different	designs	are	shown	in	the	adjacent	illustrations.	S	eater	Adjustment	Screw	Seater
adjustment	screw	easily	adjusts	for	bullet	seating	depths.	Never	fire	another	cartridge	behind	a	stuck	bullet	as	serious	damage	and	injury	can	occur.)	Fortunately,	low	pressure	loads	can	usually	be	corrected	by	gradually	increasing	the	powder	charge.	In	addition,	Hornady®	conversion	bushings	can	convert	other	brands	to	the	Lock-N-Load®	system.
7.	Or	buy	a	stuck	case	remover?	Some	loads	in	some	cases	may	take	up	so	little	volume	that	a	double	charge	can	be	dropped	if	you	are	not	very	consistent	in	how	you	move	cases	to	the	charge	tube.	Constructed	of	a	copper	alloy,	MonoFlex®	bullets	offer	hunters	a	solid	that	won’t	separate,	and	when	recovered,	retains	95%	of	its	original	weight.
ADJUSTING	FOR	HEADSPACE:	Headspace	adjustments	involve	both	accuracy	and	safety	concerns.	No	one	wants	to	shoot	a	firearm	that	can’t	hit	the	broadside	of	a	barn,	whatever	the	range.	Primers	flow	over	to	be	picked	up,	eliminating	at	least	one	handling	of	them	versus	the	automatic	primer	feeding	tube.	What	kind	of	business	was	that?	948	45
Colt	(Revolver)	.	52	InterLock®	.	720	378	Weatherby	Magnum	.	In	1977,	Hornady	introduced	an	even	more	important	innovation,	the	“InterLock”	design.	Excessively	short	cases	that	headspace	on	the	shoulder	of	the	case	may	fire,	but	eventually	may	separate	at	the	head.	The	company’s	growth	required	every	minute	of	attention	he	could	provide.
Designed	to	perform	at	muzzle	velocities	from	1,600	to	2,600	fps,	FTX®	bullets	give	lever	guns	new	life!	PATENTED	FLEX	TIP®	BULLET	TECHNOLOGY	Upon	impact,	the	soft	tip	compresses	into	the	bullet,	initiating	immediate	expansion	across	a	wide	range	of	velocities.	The	Hornady	®	secant	ogive	gives	hunters	the	speed,	ballistic	efficiency	and
downrange	energy	they’re	looking	for.	Hornady	®	DGX®	(Dangerous	Game	™	eXpanding)	and	DGS®	(Dangerous	Game	™	Solid)	bullets	are	constructed	of	copper	clad	steel	and	a	high	antimony	lead	core.	10.	44	SST®	.	As	a	practical	matter,	the	lower	temperature	alone	would	reduce	the	apparent	ballistic	coefficient,	but	in	combination	with	the	low
barometric	pressure	correction	the	over	all	result	will	be	flatter	trajectories	for	the	ammunition	brought	on	this	hunt.	You	have	changed	components	(i.e.,	different	cases,	different	primer)	from	a	previously	acceptable	load.	953	45	Winchester	Magnum	.	Ejector	marks	on	the	case	head.	Economy	has	always	been	an	important	justification	for	reloading.
We	developed	and	tested	loads	in	these	situations	by	employing	a	factory	or	custom	firearm	and	by	examining	the	brass	case	and	the	fired	case	extracted	from	the	chamber.	At	any	rate,	while	we’ve	seen	barometers	in	camp	and	thermometers	on	the	trail,	we	can’t	recall	seeing	hunters	lugging	hygrometers.	20	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge
Reloading	Fig	4	Fig	5	When	the	reloaded	cartridge	is	returned	to	the	chamber,	it	doesn’t	have	excess	headspace—but,	it’s	almost	as	loose	a	fit	as	it	was	when	brand	new	(Fig	4).	See	data	at	hornady.com/data	17	Remington	Fireball	.	The	InterLock®	retains	more	mass	and	energy	for	deep	penetration	and	large,	consistent	wound	channels	that	ensure
quick,	clean	kills.	18.	But	checking	is	important.	Cratered	primers	(primer	cup	material	flowing	into	the	firing	pin	hole.)	5.	TAPERED	JACKET	Jacket	thickness	is	precisely	controlled	for	expansion	at	all	velocities.	4.	Assume	all	of	the	factors	listed	above	are	non-issues	for	your	firearm	but	that	accuracy	still	is	not	up	to	your	standard.	.406	7mm
Winchester	Short	Magnum	.	Its	ergonomic	design	reduces	strain	and	makes	repriming	as	easy	as	opening	and	closing	a	pair	of	pliers.	No	one	wants	to	take	a	reload	that	will	misfire	into	the	field.	This	is	as	true	of	primers	as	it	is	of	cases.	Online	Ballistics	Calculator	Hornady	offers	two	different	ballistics	calculators	on	their	website	that	can	assist	in
determining	the	kind	of	performance	to	expect	from	a	specific	load.	12	Basics	of	Reloading	.	And	barrels	can	obviously	deteriorate	over	time	with	“barrel	burner”	loads	or	mistreatment.	824	7mm	Bench	Rest	Remington	.	iii	Heritage	and	Vision	.	COPPER	ALLOY	CONSTRUCTION	One-piece	copper	alloy	won’t	separate	and	delivers	devastating	terminal
performance,	deep	penetration,	and	95%	weight	retention.	The	stock	and	action	must	be	properly	bedded	to	maintain	a	uniform	fit	or	inaccuracy	may	result.	(There’s	nothing	worse	than	getting	halfway	into	a	project	and	not	having	a	necessary	component.	REDEVELOP	LOADS	WHEN	YOU	CHANGE	COMPONENTS.	Some	find	this	a	convenient
process	to	follow.	The	Korean	War	and	the	shortages	it	entailed	were	not	anticipated,	but	rather	than	let	the	company	wither,	he	earned	contracts	to	produce	condenser	cans	for	the	new	war	effort	as	well	as	some	other	miscellaneous	products.	CONTROLLED	EXPANSION	Precise	serrations	divide	the	XTP®	into	symmetrical	sections,	strategically
weakening	the	jacket	and	initiating	controlled	expansion	even	at	low	velocities.	732	416	Weatherby	Magnum	.	We	demonstrate	here	Hornady’s	superior	Lock-N-Load®	system,	one	which	permits	nearly	instantaneous	change	from	loading	one	cartridge	to	another.	643	33	Winchester	.	Bullets	are	aligned	in	the	sleeve	as	they	enter	the	die	for	optimum
seating	and	enhanced	accuracy.	In	a	small	batch	of	reloads,	this	adjustment	need	only	be	done	once.	To	explain	what	actually	happens	in	the	chamber	of	a	rifle	or	handgun	when	it	is	fired,	how	the	case	and	bullet	are	affected,	we	will	employ	illustrations	with	exaggerated	clearances	which	would	otherwise	be	difficult	to	see.	95.	We	believe	this	essay
illustrates	key	facts	about	its	subject	quickly,	directly,	and	understandably.	47.	Using	surplus	military	brass,	the	Frontier	ammunition	line	was	loaded	to	factory	specifications	with	Hornady	bullets.	Safety-conscious	shooters	increasingly	use	protective	eye	wear	while	shooting.	14	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Fig	1	Fig	2	Fig	4	Fig	3	The
rimless	cartridge	shown	here	(Fig	1)	is	a	new	factory	round	which	fits	the	chamber	rather	loosely;	its	bullet	is	not	in	perfect	alignment	with	the	bore;	and	the	case	doesn’t	contact	the	front	of	the	chamber	(Fig	2).	Just	as	there	are	quality	variations	in	barrels	and	triggers,	so	there	can	be	quality	variations	in	sights.	858	32-20	Winchester	(T/C)	.	13.
BALLISTICALLY	EFFICIENT	SECANT	OGIVE	Pioneered	by	Hornady	®,	the	secant	ogive	profile	delivers	stability,	flat	trajectories	and	amazing	accuracy.	Bullets,	powder,	and	primers	are	not	playthings	for	children.	190	gr.	As	the	company	grew,	health	and	retirement	benefits	were	added.	BARREL	CLEANLINESS:	The	barrel	manufacturer	is	always
responsible	for	initial	barrel	quality.	New	Hornady	bullets	from	the	past	few	years	have	been	added	to	this	edition,	including	the	ELD-X®	and	ELD®	Match	bullet	lines.	RANGE	(YARDS)	MUZZLE	100	200	300	400	500	VELOCITY	(fps)	2900	2640	2395	2162	1943	1739	TRAJECTORY–100	yd	zero	-1.5"	0.0"	-3.5"	-13.1"	-30.1"	-56.4"	Results:	Due	to	less
dense	air	(warmer	temperatures)	the	calculated	B.C.	is	.355.	Higher	than	normal	or	acceptable	pressures	can	cause	a	variety	of	problems,	even	serious	damage,	injury,	and	at	the	extreme,	death.	746	45	Colt	(Rifle)	.	Recoil	can	jar	bullets	loose	from	their	original	seating	if	they	are	not	correctly	and	sufficiently	crimped	in	place	to	resist	such	movement.
Innovation.	121.	Elsewhere	in	this	book	we	present	detailed	step-by-step	procedures	for	reloading	rifle	and	pistol	cartridges—plus	most	of	the	data	required	by	both	the	beginner	and	the	experienced	reloader,	regardless	of	the	caliber	of	gun	or	type	of	target	for	which	they’re	loading.	Adding	a	little	more	powder	is	not	like	adding	a	little	more	salt	to
the	stockpot.	There	is	no	Ballistic	Coefficient	(BC)	needed	or	used	in	4DOF.	987	xii	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	The	Hornady	Heritage	and	Vision	Joyce	Hornady's	bankers	thought	the	idea	was	far-fetched,	to	say	the	least.	459	30	Remington	AR	.	700	38-55	Winchester	.	Zip	Spindle™	Design	A	feature	on	all	full	length	size	dies,	the	Zip
Spindle™	positively	locks	to	eliminate	slippage.	140	gr.	146.	Quality,	continuous	improvement,	and	innovation	were	bedrock	principles	on	which	the	company’s	growth	was	built.	EAT	AND	DRINK	AFTER	RELOADING.	The	bullet	has	been	seated	to	the	correct	depth,	crimped,	and	is	ready	to	use.	One	is	case	head	expansion	as	measured	by	a	good
micrometer	and	compared	to	a	fired,	factory	loaded	cartridge.	You	have	to	make	it	happen,	by	paying	constant	attention	to	these	vital	thousandths	and	ten	thousandths	of	an	inch.	There	was	a	demand	for	hunting	bullets,	there	was	a	supply	of	surplus	ammunition	and	cartridge	cases—and	there	was	a	supply	of	surplus	machine	tools	used	to
manufacture	ammunition	in	the	war	effort.	The	case	is	not	subject	to	stretching	in	the	critical	head	region	(Fig	2)	as	it	was	when	fired	originally.	HANDLE	PRIMERS	CAREFULLY.	It	suggests	as	well	that	the	future	may	prove	just	as	promising.	2450	fps	72%	Wt.	Ret.	62	Case	Deburring	.	55.	The	effort	to	produce	accurate	bullets,	to	make	accuracy
happen,	is	a	joint	effort	involving	many	individuals,	their	skills,	and	their	dedication	to	the	final	goal.	749	Table	of	Contents	ix	450	Bushmaster	.	RANGE	(YARDS)	MUZZLE	100	200	300	400	500	VELOCITY	(fps)	2900	2614	2346	2094	1858	1641	TRAJECTORY–100	yd	zero	-1.5"	0.0"	-3.6"	-13.6"	-31.5"	-59.5"	Results:	Due	to	denser	air	(higher	barometric
pressure)	the	calculated	B.C.	is	.322.	Gases—the	products	of	combustion—expand	rapidly	within	the	cartridge	case,	pushing	it	against	the	breech	and	chamber	walls	and	pushing	the	bullet	forward.	Accuracy	and	safety	are	concerns	when	case	dimensions	and	headspace	requirements	are	out	of	synch.	Even	slight	heat-induced	barrel	flexing	can
produce	shot-to-shot	inconsistencies.	The	odds	are	very	long	that	an	accident	will	occur,	but	they’re	still	not	worth	risking	your	eyes	on.	Corrections	can	be	made	as	well	for	relative	humidity,	but	the	correction	process	is	tedious	and	the	precision	gained	is	negligible.	Because	they	remain	locked	in	their	Lock-NLoad®	Bushings,	your	dies	will	remain
exactly	as	you	set	them.	In	Figure	A	(exaggerated	for	purposes	of	illustration)	we	show	a	muzzle	(left)	and	target	(right)	assumed	to	be	horizontal	on	the	same	base	line	(for	practical	purposes	the	base	line	is	equivalent	to	the	line	of	sight).	The	firearm’s	barrel	is	elevated.	305	260	Remington	.	J.W.	Hornady	was	doing	what	he	loved	best.	8	Hornady
Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	The	Hornady	family	continues	to	pass	down	their	love	and	passion	for	the	shooting	sports	to	each	generation.	You	will	read	elsewhere	in	this	book	that	best	results	were	obtained	with	high	powder	weight	to	case	volume	loads—	within	safety	constraints	of	course.	Innergroove	bullets	were	scored	inside	the	bullet
jacket	tip,	insuring	consistent	mushrooming	whether	the	bullet	was	a	Spire	Point,	Round	Nose,	or	Flat	Point.	INTERLOCK®	RING	The	raised	InterLock®	ring	is	embedded	in	the	bullet’s	core,	ensuring	the	core	and	jacket	are	locked	in	one	piece	during	expansion	to	retain	mass	and	energy.	.610"	Expanded	FTX®	Handgun	Hornady	®	offers	the	same
Flex	Tip®	technology	for	handguns	that	revolutionized	lever	guns.	These	various	loads	are	then	test	fired	in	commercially	available	firearms	for	velocity.	Each	caliber	utilizes	the	same	profile	for	both	the	DGX®	and	DGS®	bullets,	offering	uniformity,	which	is	ideal	when	shooting	both	bullet	types	through	the	same	firearm.	The	use	of	drag	coefficients,
projectile	dynamics,	aerodynamic	jump	and	spin	drift	enable	the	Hornady®	4DOF	™	Ballistic	Calculator	to	accurately	measure	trajectories,	even	at	extreme	ranges.	964	480	Ruger	.	Incorrectly	bedded	actions	may	be	pressured	by	high	spots	inside	the	stock	or	other	interior	wood	constrictions.	First,	it	was	relatively	smokeless.	See	data	at
hornady.com/data	204	Ruger	.	650	viii	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	338-06	.	Although	not	a	significant	issue	affecting	moderate	BC	conventional	tipped	varmint	and	hunting	bullets,	aerodynamic	heating	causes	BC	reduction	and	degradation	of	accuracy,	particularly	at	extended	ranges	(400	yds	+).	The	following	are	trademarks	of
Hornady	Manufacturing	Company:	366	AUTO	™	,	ACCURATE.	We	employed	the	procedures	above	only	when	we	had	no	other	options.	The	resized,	reprimed,	charged	case	is	placed	in	the	shellhead	holder	and	as	the	press	handle	is	moved	with	one	hand	the	other	guides	a	bullet	directly	over	the	case	mouth	until	it	enters	the	seating	die.	When	the
primer	in	this	case	is	struck	by	the	firing	pin	(Fig	1),	the	case	itself	cannot	move	forward	appreciably	because	it	is	the	rim	and	not	the	shoulder	which	stops	its	forward	movement	and	thus	positions	it	in	the	chamber.	You	will	begin	to	see	here	all	the	various	combinations	of	bullets	and	powders	and	cartridge	cases	and	primers	that	reloaders	can
employ	to	gain	even	more	from	their	shooting	interests.	33	Special	Cartridges	and	Uses	.	659	340	Weatherby	Magnum	.	Some	common	causes	and	solutions	are:	1.	If	it	has	more	than	adequate	energy	it	may	do	its	job	and	exit.	We	covered	case	lubrication	in	the	illustrated	Step-by-Step	guide	earlier	in	this	volume	and	noted	there	that	excessive
lubrication	could	cause	its	own	set	of	problems.	The	best	advice	we	can	leave	you	with	at	this	point	is	to	use	the	ballistics	tables	on	the	web	along	with	the	loading	tables	to	see	how	trajectories	and	velocities	will	perform	with	a	load.	GMX®	bullets	are	expanding	monolithic	hunting	bullets.	Pressure	develops	every	time	a	round	of	ammunition	is	fired.
Simply	plug	it	in,	fill	the	hopper	with	the	appropriate	propellant,	enter	the	target	weight	and	it	will	automatically	dispense	the	propellant	into	the	pan.	Uniform	in	shape	and	size	to	the	DGX®	(Dangerous	Game	™	eXpanding)	bullet,	you	can	reliably	and	accurately	shoot	both	from	the	same	firearm	with	little	to	no	shift	in	point	of	aim	or	impact.	•
Ballistic	coefficients	are	measures	of	a	bullet’s	relative	efficiency.	Copper	alloy	differs	from	solid	copper	in	that	it	is	harder,	tougher	and	does	not	foul	or	increase	pressure	the	way	solid	copper	bullets	do.	28	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Fig	1	Fig	2	Fig	3	Fig	4	Fig	5	In	the	accompanying	drawings,	we	will	let	the	green	dot	represent	the
center	of	form	of	this	bullet,	a	point	at	the	actual	dimensional	center	of	the	bullet.	47	V-MAX®	.	96	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Hornady	offers	two	different	ballistics	calculators	on	their	website	that	can	assist	in	determining	the	kind	of	performance	to	expect	from	a	specific	load.	94.	In	1958,	Hornady	moved	from	its	small	factory	in
downtown	Grand	Island	into	spacious	new	facilities.	The	industry’s	leading	varmint	bullet	with	polymer	tip	and	streamlined	design	results	in	flat	trajectories.	33	Reloading	and	Accuracy	.	The	first	is	air	resistance.	Gases	from	burning	gun	powder	press	the	body	of	the	cartridge	case	against	the	chamber	wall	and	open	the	neck	and	mouth	of	the
cartridge	to	release	the	bullet.	Straight	Wall	Sizing	Dies	Most	of	our	straight	wall	sizing	dies	feature	a	titanium	coated	sizing	ring	(gold	ring).	807	256	Winchester	Magnum	.	Exactly	such	a	comparison	might	solve	the	question	of	what	new	rifle	or	handgun	to	purchase—or	settle	some	arguments—or	convince	you	to	have	your	rifle	rechambered	for
some	promising	recent	wildcat	development.	Buy	a	new	die?	In	addition	to	case	shape,	the	means	of	headspacing	and/or	extracting	the	fired	cartridge	case	from	the	chamber	is	another	important	differentiator	among	cases.	Some	powders	burn	more	uniformly	than	others	and	contribute	to	better	accuracy.	Many	reloaders	when	beginning	this	hobby
start	by	duplicating	factory	loads	they	may	have	been	using.	74	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	LOAD:	Powder	brand	and	powder	charge	can	greatly	influence	attainable	accuracy.	Bullets	may	remain	in	good	shape,	but	the	process	is	slow—and	wadcutter	bullets	can’t	be	pulled.	The	first	Hornady	Bullet	was	a	30	caliber	150	grain	Spire
Point,	a	bullet	that	has,	from	the	beginning,	been	one	of	the	most	popular	in	the	Hornady	line.	Neatness	and	order	are	just	as	important	at	the	end	of	the	reloading	process	as	at	the	beginning.	You	will	see	cautions	at	many	places	in	the	text	of	this	volume	about	matching	loads	to	the	actions	they’ll	be	fired	in.	That’s	quite	an	accomplishment.	53	XTP®/
XTP®	Mag	.	60	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Case	Length	Measurement	Cases	may	stretch	in	time,	depending	on	the	action	in	your	firearm	and	the	amount	and	nature	of	resizing	you	subject	cases	to.	Easily?	BULLET	PULLING:	Suppose	you	make	a	mistake.	Hornady	added	equipment,	confident	that	more	growth	lay	ahead.	Beyond	30
caliber,	there	are	no	big	bore	varmint	bullets.	893	357	Herrett	.	Exhibiting	conventional	expansion	with	a	large	mushroom	and	85-90%	retained	weight	the	bullet	provides	deep	penetration	and	large	wound	cavities.	The	list	below	is	not	a	powder	substitution	chart.	Mouth	Neck	Shoulder	Web	Flash	Hole	Body	Extraction	Groove	Rim	Head	Rimmed	(i.e.
45-70)	Primer	Pocket	Rimless	(i.e.	30-06)	Belted	(i.e.	375	Mag)	Rebated	(i.e.	284	Win)	Basics	of	Reloading	35	Primers	Centerfire	ammunition	is	so	named	because	the	primer	and	primer	pocket	are	placed	at	the	center	of	the	case	head.	NO	EXPOSED	LEAD	A	jam	can	cost	the	match	for	a	competitive	shooter,	and	that’s	why	our	copper	jacket	protects
the	nose	of	our	HAP®	bullet.	452	307	Winchester	.	Special	Cartridges	and	Uses	You	have	only	to	look	at	the	table	of	contents	to	see	the	remarkable	variety	of	rifle	and	handgun	cartridges	we	deal	with	in	the	Hornady	Handbook.	J.W.	Hornady,	who	from	the	first	had	tested	each	lot	of	bullets	by	driving—winter	and	summer,	rain	or	shine—to	the	Grand
Island	Rifle	Range,	could	now	just	walk	downstairs	to	the	ballistics	lab	and	range.	82.	972	Charts	and	Conversion	Tables	.	66.	111.	To	counter	this	effect,	Hornady	®	identified	a	heat	resistant	polymer	and	developed	the	Heat	Shield®	tip.	899	375	Winchester	(T/C)	.	55	Frontier	Lead®	.	A	new	primer,	some	new	powder,	and	a	new	bullet	get	the	case
ready	for	reuse.	50	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	DGS®	An	aggressive,	hard-hitting	bullet	with	an	attitude	to	match,	Hornady	®	DGS®	bullets	feature	an	advanced	profile	built	of	the	toughest	materials	that	penetrate	through	thick	hide,	dense	muscle	and	hard	bone	—	delivering	maximum	stopping	power.	Upon	impact,	the	tip	also
initiates	controlled	expansion.	This	unique	technology	is	featured	on	all	Hornady®	presses.	84	Trajectory	.	That	was	not	the	belief	of	Marval	Hornady.	62	Case	Lubrication	.	This	brings	up	another	pointer	on	accuracy	for	shooters	who	may	have	a	few	thousand	rounds	through	their	rifle	barrel	and	have	noted	a	fall	off	in	the	accuracy	they	can	obtain
with	their	standard	loads.	This	ensures	proper	positioning	in	authentic	revolvers,	with	no	unwanted	nicking	of	primers	as	the	cylinder	turns.	Of	conjecture?	MONOFLEX®	2426	fps	2089	fps	1852	fps	Basics	of	Reloading	43	InterBond®	The	Hornady®	InterBond®	bullet	uses	a	proprietary	bonding	process	that	holds	the	core	and	jacket	together.
Powder	gases	quickly	have	more	room	in	which	to	expand	without	resistance,	and	their	pressure	thus	never	reaches	the	“normal”	level.	What	do	you	do?	Tips	and	Techniques	75	Accuracy	and	Reloading	Technique	We	are	not	finished	with	diagnosis	of	accuracy	problems.	When	the	case	is	fully	into	the	die	the	bullet	is	seated	to	the	desired	depth	and
given	the	crimp	desired.	30	CAL.	60.	Once	this	is	accomplished,	ammo	production	shifts	into	full	gear.	.625"	Expanded	Basics	of	Reloading	47	V-MAX®	The	dramatic	fragmentation	of	the	V-MAX®	bullet	comes	from	a	combination	of	the	gilding	metal	jacket,	specially	designed	core	and	polymer	tip.	466	7.5	X	55mm	Schmidt	Rubin	(7.5mm	Swiss)	.	Not
only	do	powders	vary	from	lot	to	lot	and	from	year	to	year	of	manufacture,	their	relative	burning	rates	may	vary	from	cartridge	to	cartridge.	772	470	Nitro	Express	.	In	a	barrel	or	mortar	the	motion	of	a	projectile	is	both	directed	and	entirely	determined	by	the	pressures	of	the	gases	behind	it.	Rimmed,	rimless,	belted,	and	rebated	are	the	four	head
types	of	cartridges.	X-TERMINATOR	Accurate	2230	IMR	8208	XBR	IMR	4895	Accurate	2495	H4895	H335	Accurate	2460	Power	Pro	Varmint	Vectan	SP	10	VIHT	N-135	Vectan	5000	IMR	4166	IMR	4064	NORMA	202	TAC	AR-Comp	Alliant	RL-15	Power	Pro	2000	MR	VARGET	Accurate	2520	Accurate	4064	NORMA	203	B	IMR	4320	WIN	748	VIHT	N-140
BL-C(2)	CFE	223	Accurate	2700	H380	IMR	4007	SSC	LEVERevolution	VIHT	N-150	WIN	760	H414	SUPERFORMANCE	VIHT	N-550	Accurate	4350	113.	Narrowing	our	discussion	to	bullets	only,	we	can	provide	illustrations	of	the	parabolic	curve	of	a	trajectory	and	concepts	related	to	it.	For	ranges	up	to	and	including	300	yards,	ballistic	coefficient
corrections	may	not,	practically	speaking,	be	required.	Superior	accuracy	and	industry	leading	ballistic	design	has	been	achieved	with	the	ELD®	Match	bullet.	Start	with	loads,	say,	10%	below	the	maximum	listed	and	work	up.	Even	shooters	reloading	for	one	bolt	action	will	occasionally	need	to	full	length	resize	for	the	sake	of	easy	clearance;	over
repeated	firings	the	case	may	conform	more	and	more	tightly	to	chamber	dimensions,	making	chambering	and	extraction	increasingly	difficult.	Under	no	circumstances	should	one	switch	to	a	magnum	primer	with	a	load	developed	with	a	standard	primer.	There	are	a	number	of	additional	motivations	for	becoming	a	reloader,	but	we’ll	just	mention	the
most	important	of	them:	personal	satisfaction.	The	linchpin	of	the	company	was	suddenly	gone.	Flat	shooting	and	deadly	accurate,	it’s	an	ideal	bullet	for	whitetails,	as	well	as	most	North	American	game	animals	from	antelope	to	moose	and	similar-sized	African	plains	game.	Let’s	begin	this	discussion	by	identifying	several	critical	accuracy	factors.	631
8mm-06	.	Bullet	selection	for	the	reloader	is	partly	science	and	partly	an	art.	Don’t	start	off	in	a	clutter	of	open	bullet	boxes	and	powder	containers.	Hornady	Manufacturing	Company	customers:	•	Were	shooting	hobbyists	and	enthusiasts,	•	Had	the	same	performance	expectations	as	J.W.	Hornady	did,	and	•	Could	test	bullet	accuracy	and
dependability	as	well	as	the	company’s	lab.	31	Introduction	.	132.	For	some	reloaders,	it	is	a	hobby;	for	others	it	is	a	necessity;	and	for	all,	it	can	be	a	safe,	enjoyable	activity	that	will	deepen	your	shooting	competence	and	confidence	whether	you	hunt	game,	knock	down	silhouette	targets,	shoot	competitively,	plink,	or	do	all	of	the	above.	Flattened
primers	(the	rounded	edges	of	the	primer	are	now	flattened,	filling	the	gap	between	primer	and	case	head.)	4.	32.	Once	you	try	Lock-NLoad®	from	Hornady,®	you’ll	NEVER	want	to	go	back	to	your	old	system.	Conventional	dies	can	be	ruined	in	trying	to	deprime	these	cases.	The	more	secure	your	knowledge	of	these	complex	factors,	the	better	will
be	your	chances	of	obtaining	the	ultimate	in	accuracy	and	performance	from	your	firearm	and	ammo.	The	flat	trajectories	obtained	with	reloads	in	Fort	Collins,	Colorado	may	not	be	so	flat	on	a	hunt	in	the	woods	of	Maine.	839	7.62	X	25mm	Tokarev	.	Then	the	Bullet	Comparator	is	used	to	68	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	take	a	precise
measurement	off	the	ogive	of	the	bullet	which	is	then	replicated	by	adjusting	the	seat	or	die	accordingly.	•	The	company	serves	an	increasingly	international	market	for	its	entire	product	line.	As	the	pressure	increases,	there	will	be	noticeable	signs	of	this	increase.	39.	The	Hornady	Standard	Ballistics	Calculator	uses	BCs	(G1	or	G7	ballistic
coefficients)	to	calculate	trajectory	and	is	ideal	for	traditional	hunting	Tips	and	Techniques	95	and	varmint	bullets	at	close	to	moderate	distance.	Don’t	automatically	assume	an	old	load	will	work	well	with	new	components.	760	450	Marlin	.	20.	The	FTX®	flies	faster	and	flatter	than	traditional	lever	gun	bullets,	resulting	in	improved	accuracy	at	ranges
well	beyond	what	was	historically	common.	39	ELD-X®	.	His	need	is	to	prepare	for	those	challenges,	both	in	his	selection	of	equipment	and	his	preparation	for	the	field.Any	hunter’s	odds	are	greatly	improved	when	he	chooses	the	right	gun,	the	right	bullet,	and	the	right	load	for	the	task	at	hand.	When	Joyce	Hornady	closed	his	sporting	goods	store
and	started	making	bullets	in	a	two-room	factory	in	downtown	Grand	Island,	Nebraska,	more	than	a	few	people	were	left	scratching	their	heads.	Shooters	who	reload	cases	from	one	bolt	action	for	another	will	also	find	it	necessary	to	full	length	resize.	The	vast	majority	of	the	data	in	this	book	was	derived	from	the	use	of	strain	gauges.	143	218	Bee	.
Date	the	reloading	session.	A	continuous	test	program	is	employed	to	check	on	our	production	quality.	Copper	Alloy	eXpanding	HAP®	.	705	376	Steyr	.	The	30-06	is	a	30	caliber	rifle	(.300"),	but	the	grooves	in	it	are	.308".	86	The	Ballistic	Coefficient	.	Berdan	cases	have	the	anvil	built	into	the	case	head	and	feature	two	flash	holes	instead	of	one.	See
data	at	hornady.com/data	240	Weatherby	Magnum	.	It’s	very	enjoyable	to	see	the	fruits	of	your	labor.	Case	Cleaning	Cleaned	cases	are	easier	to	work	with,	easier	to	lube,	easier	to	handle,	and	more	attractive	in	the	finished	product.	Reduce	your	load	and	re-establish	a	new	maximum.	Mitch	Mittlestaedt,	Joe	Thielen	and	others	from	the	Hornady
engineering	department	were	helpful	in	providing	specs,	part	prints	and	technical	assistance.	The	loading	die	is	screwed	into	the	Lock-N-Load®	bushing	and	the	bushing	locked	in	place.	Jacketed	Flat	Point	JHP	.	The	temperature	is	a	chilly	29°	Fahrenheit,	the	barometric	pressure	21.00"Hg.,	and	the	relative	humidity	85%.	62	Hornady	Handbook	of
Cartridge	Reloading	Hornady	One	Shot	is	the	most	popular	case	lube	on	the	market.	Longer	bullets	need	faster	barrel	twist	rates	to	stabilize	them.	(Annealing	is	also	useful	when	necking	up	cases.)	Annealing	is	simple	and	safe.	While	there	is	no	way	to	model	the	terminal	behavior	of	all	projectiles	in	all	media	at	all	velocities,	we’ll	mention	the	subject
briefly	in	the	section	entitled	An	Aside	on	Energy.	It	can	be	found	at:	Hornady.com/errata.	They	do	make	it	more	difficult	to	remove.	216	223	Winchester	Super	Short	Magnum	.	Many	rifles	deliver	their	best	groups	when	bullets	are	seated	just	touching	the	rifling.	.	All	of	the	other	steps	have	brought	us	to	this	point	where	we’re	in	place	to	create	our
ammunition.	Most	reloaders	branch	out,	become	more	adventuresome	in	time,	try	out	heavier	or	lighter	bullets.	444	7.5	X	54mm	MAS	.	The	best	powder	in	your	gun	is	the	powder	that	works	best	for	you.	BARREL	TEMPERATURE:	Barrels,	especially	those	firing	high	intensity	magnum	loads,	can	be	sensitive	to	heat.	The	section	ahead	of	a	rifle’s
chamber	just	before	the	rifling	starts	(Fig	1,	Fig	2)	is	called	the	“leade,”	throat,	or	“freebore”	and	is	really	the	bore	of	the	barrel	with	the	rifling	reamed	away.	Since	then,	it	has	expanded,	built	an	underground	test	range,	added	on,	and	expanded	some	more	to	reach	its	present	size.	The	difference	between	them	and	factory	loads	manufactured	to
work	well	in	many	different	firearms,	barrels,	and	actions	is	accuracy.	The	bullet	will	not	necessarily	be	in	perfect	alignment	with	the	bore;	and	the	case	will	expand	on	firing	to	conform	to	the	dimensions	of	the	chamber	when	the	cartridge	is	fired.	931	445	Super	Magnum	.	This	revolutionary	new	tip	creates	the	perfect	meplat	(tip)	with	exceptionally
consistent	results	from	bullet-to-bullet	and	lot-to-lot.	Extend	gun	safety	rules	one	more	step.	Two	characteristics	of	this	powder	helped	change	the	history	of	small	arms.	As	you	increase	the	powder	80	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	charge,	you	increase	the	pressures	in	the	chamber	and	increase	the	bullet’s	velocity.	Hornady	bullets	for



game	hunting	are	designed	for	reliable,	controlled	expansion	in	all	hunting	bullet	designs.	(We	also	make	a	primer	pocket	reamer,	a	great	tool	to	acquire	if	you’re	going	to	reload	a	lot	of	military	brass.)	Berdan	primers	present	so	many	problems	that	many	reloaders	just	don’t	want	to	deal	with	them,	period.	82	Hornady	Reloading	Research	.	The
typical	steps	in	reforming,	as	you	will	read	in	the	descriptions	of	many	wildcat	cartridges	covered	in	the	Hornady	Handbook,	are	necking	up,	necking	down,	and	fire-forming.	821	7	X	45	Ingram	.	The	Hornady	Case	Tumbler	uses	tumbling	media	to	clean	and	polish	cases	to	a	like-new	sheen.	Many	new	powder	introductions	from	the	past	four	years	are
now	included,	along	with	a	few	cartridges	making	their	first	appearance	in	our	load	data.	23.	Each	bullet	can	be	assigned	a	numerical	value	expressing	this	efficiency.	Think	about	this	a	minute	and	it	seems	we’re	on	a	mountain	hunt	in	some	very	raw	conditions.	IMPACT	VELOCITIES:	30	Cal.	After	decapping,	crimped	primer	pockets	need	to	be
reamed	to	remove	the	crimp.	Check	your	work.	788	223	Remington	.	523	300	H	&	H	Magnum	.	How	are	you	to	know	which	one	to	use?	165	GR.	119.	"Bullets?	762	450	Nitro	Express	3¼"	.	For	instance,	the	300	Savage	could	fire	a	220	grain	bullet.	Basics	of	Reloading	37	The	table	of	relative	burning	rates	we	present	here	is	informational	rather	than
prescriptive.	968	50	Action	Express	.	448	300	Savage	.	Quality.	By	1958,	the	company’s	need	for	space	required	it	to	move	to	its	present	location,	an	8,000	square	foot	plant	with	a	200	yard	underground	test	facility.	Powder	Weighing	With	our	cases	primed	and	sized,	we	are	now	ready	to	begin	the	powder	charging	process.	Don’t	test	your	luck	on	the
subject.	82	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	BE	NEAT.	We	offer	two	cautions	about	such	ammunition.	Other	cases	may	require	a	few	additional	steps	to	reform	without	crumpling	necks	and	folding	shoulders.	73	Accuracy	.	Finally,	the	die	is	adjusted	and	locked	into	place.	Boat	Tail	BTHP	.	Excessively	high	pressures	are	not	only	bad	for	the
firearm	where	they	occur,	they	are	bad	for	cartridge	cases—and	ultimately	bad	for	the	reloader,	too.	BARREL	QUALITY:	Barrels	may	differ	from	firearm	to	firearm	in	a	manufacturing	lot.	But	it’s	the	stopping	power	of	the	XTP®	bullet	that	has	truly	built	its	world-class	reputation.	These	are	signs	that	loads	have	become	excessive:	1.	Higher
temperatures	usually	increase	pressure	and	velocity.	1650	fps	82%	Wt.	Ret.	Basics	of	Reloading	69	Reloading	Dies	Full-Length	Sizing	Die	Standard	Seating	Die	1	5	6	3	4	2	9	7	8	1.	In	1967,	Joyce	posed	with	his	full	line	of	73	bullets.	49	DGX®	.	Just	as	there	are	standards	of	firearms	safety	and	gun	handling,	so	there	are	guidelines	to	keep	your
reloading	safe,	too.	THICK,	TOUGH	JACKET	Necessary	to	retain	weight	and	contributes	to	expansion	of	over	twice	the	bullet	diameter.	88.	Break-even	operations	were	several	years	off.	WHY	DON’T	WE	USE	A	BALLISTIC	COEFFICIENT	(BC)	FOR	THIS	CALCULATOR?	Continuous	working	of	the	brass	between	chamber	and	die	stretches	it,	eventually
producing	cracks	in	the	case	and	finally	complete	head	separation.	WHICH	CALCULATOR	SHOULD	I	USE?	The	belted	case	—	often	used	in	so-called	“Magnum”	cartridges	—	is	a	third	type	of	design	frequently	encountered.	2.	61	Case	Chamfering	.	DEPENDABLE.®	ALL	OTHER	LEVER	LOADS	ARE	POINTLESS	™	,	A-MAX®,	AMERICAN	GUNNER®,
AMERICAN	WHITETAIL®,	AMP	®,	AP	™	,	AUTO	CHARGE®,	BARRIER	™	,	CAM	LOCK™	,	CLOSE	QUARTERS	™	,	CONCEALED	CARRY™	,	COWBOY™	,	CRITICAL	DEFENSE®,	CRITICAL	DUTY®,	CUSTOM	GRADE	™	,	CUSTOM	MADE	™	-	DIES,	CUSTOM	™	,	CUSTOM	Lite	®,	DANGEROUS	GAME	™	,	DGS	®,	DGX®,	ELD-X®,	ELD	®	MATCH,	FEAR
NO	EVIL™	,	FLEXLOCK®,	FLEX	TIP	®,	FPB	®,	FRONTIER®,	FTX®,	FULL	BOAR®,	GET	LOADED	®,	GET	THE	POINT™	,	GMX®,	GREAT	PLAINS	®,	H	(Logo)	®,	H	with	HORNADY	(Logo)	®,	H.I.T.S.™	,	HAP	®,	HEAVY	MAGNUM®,	HMC®,	HORNADY	ACTION	PISTOL™	,	HORNADY®,	HORNADY	SECURITY®,	INTERBOND	®,	INTERLOCK®,	It	is
ROCKET	SCIENCE®,	LEVEREVOLUTION®,	LIGHT	MAGNUM®,	LNL®,	L-N-L®,	L-N-L®	SPEED	SABOT®,	LOCK-N-LOAD	®,	LOCK-N-LOAD	®	CLASSIC™	,	LOCK-N,	LOAD	®	SPEED	SABOT®,	LOW	DRAG	™	,	MACH	2®,	MAKE	IT	A	KNOCK-DOWN	DRAG-OUT	HUNT®,	MATCH	™	,	MATCH	™	GRADE,	MICRO	JUST™	,	ML™	,	MONOFLEX®,	NEW
DIMENSION	™	,	NTX®,	OBTURATING	CUP	™	,	ONE	SHOT®,	POSITIVE	PRIMING	™	SYSTEM,	POWDER	THROUGH	™	EXPANDERS,	PPS	™	,	PRECISION	HUNTER	™	,	PTX™	,	RAPiD	®,	REDUCED	RECOIL™	,	SHACKLE	™	,	SONIC	CLEANER	™	,	SPEED	KILLS	®,	SPEED	SABOT®,	SST®,	SST®	ML™	,	STEEL	MATCH®,	SUPER	EXPLOSIVE	™	,
SUPERFORMANCE®,	SUPER	SHOCK	TIP	™	,	SURE-LOC™	,	SX®,	TAP	CQ	®,	TAP	PRECISION®,	TAP	URBAN®,	TAP	®,	TAP	®	BARRIER	™	,	TAP	®	FPD	™	,	TEAM	HORNADY	(logo)	®,	TEAM	HORNADY®,	TRAINING	™	,	TRIPLE	DEFENSE®,	TRIPOINT®,	ULTRA-LOW	DRAG	™	,	UNIQUE	™	,	UNIVERSAL	BULLET	FEEDER	™	,	VARMINT	EXPRESS
®,	VARMINT™	,	VERSALITE	™	,	VERSATITE®,	V-MAX®,	VX™	,	WE	MAKE	GUNS	BETTER	™	,	WHEN	LIVES	ARE	ON	THE	LINE,	ONLY	THE	BEST	WILL	DO	™	,	XTP	®,	XTP	®	MAG	™	,	ZIP	SPINDLE	™	,	ZOMBIE	JUICE®,	ZOMBIE	MAX	®.	81.	The	high	torque	motor	runs	effortlessly	for	hours	at	a	time	and	the	tool	steel	cutter	has	an	indefinite
lifespan.	65	Batch	Repriming	.	The	patent	pending	4DOF	™	Ballistic	Calculator	offers	even	more	precision	by	applying	“4	degrees	of	freedom”	when	calculating	a	projectile’s	flight.	This	eliminates	case	sticking	and	requires	no	lubrication.	26	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	The	number	of	factors	affecting	the	performance	of	a	cartridge	is
remarkable;	we’ve	looked	at	the	cartridge	to	chamber	fit;	alignment	of	the	bullet	with	the	bore;	the	depth	to	which	a	bullet	is	seated	and	the	amount	of	travel	it	undertakes	before	contacting	the	rifling.	An	optimum	secant	ogive	and	boattail	design	along	with	the	patent-pending	Heat	Shield®	tip	produce	a	bullet	with	the	highest	possible	ballistic
coefficient	in	its	class.	If	you	don’t	have	a	vernier	caliper,	there	is	another	test	you	can	employ.	Full	Metal	Jacket	FP	.	Steve	Hornady,	Joyce’s	youngest	son,	joined	the	company	in	1970	and	Marval	Hornady,	his	wife,	began	full-time	employment	in	1972.	Though	some	rifles	deliver	their	best	groups	when	full	length	resized,	neck	sizing	alone	usually
promotes	better	accuracy,	because	when	our	reloaded	cartridge	is	returned	to	the	chamber	it	is	almost	a	perfect	fit;	headspace	is	just	right	with	all	cases,	whether	rimmed,	belted,	or	rimless;	and	most	helpfully	of	all,	the	new	bullet	is	almost	perfectly	aligned	with	the	bore.	There	is	a	description	of	a	pressure	gun	in	the	Illustrated	Glossary	in	of	the
Hornady	Handbook.	You’ll	quickly	discover	that	your	life	will	be	easier	if	you	also	acquire	a	case	trimmer,	reloading	trays,	a	primer	turning	plate,	a	powder	trickler,	a	powder	funnel,	a	chamfering/deburring	tool,	and	primer	pocket	cleaner.	When	its	has	been	fired	(Fig	3)	there	is	very	little	stretch	in	the	critical	head	region;	however,	if	headspace	is	not
close	the	case	will	stretch	just	above	the	belt.	Other	Hornady	bullets	for	hunting	are	made	with	the	InterLock®	or	InterBond®	features	that	bind	jacket	and	core.	695	9.3	X	74R	.	In	brief,	customers	were	generally	knowledgeable,	demanding,	and	critical.	Although	most	people	are	concerned	with	the	dangers	of	exceeding	maximum	pressure,
excessively	low	pressures	can	cause	their	own	set	of	problems.	Not	a	Dust	Buster,	not	a	Hoover,	not	a	Shop-Vac.	Line	of	Departure	200	yd.	41.	The	Auto	Charge	takes	all	the	set	up	work	out	of	the	process.	Hornady	Manufacturing	Company	packages	a	set	of	basic	equipment	in	our	Classic	Lock-N-Load®	Reloading	Kit,	a	convenient	and	economical
starter	kit.	SIGHT	QUALITY/SIGHT	ADJUSTMENT:	You	can’t	hit	what	you	don’t	see.	CASES:	Uniformity	is	critical	to	accuracy.	ACCURATE,	DOPPLER	RADAR	VERIFIED	BCS	ELD®	Match	bullet	BCs	are	measured	with	Doppler	radar	and	corrected	to	standard	atmospheric	conditions.	See	data	at	hornady.com/data	35	Remington	.	144.	Powder	charges
we	label	as	maximum	were	safe	in	our	test	firearms	and	with	our	components.	Non-commercial	cartridges	(known	as	wildcats),	proprietary	cartridges,	standard	factory	cartridges,	obsolete	cartridges,	military	cartridges,	European	cartridges,	all	different	kinds	are	covered	in	these	pages.	There	are	a	host	of	commercial	solvents,	rods,	brushes,	and
cleaning	pads	to	clean	barrels.	Heritage	and	Vision	3	Sales	tripled	the	next	year,	the	staff	grew	to	four,	and	business	indicators	were	positive.	Shooters	reloading	for	pumps,	lever-actions,	and	autoloaders	must	do	so	to	facilitate	reliable	chambering.	You	want	to	get	cases	into	the	smoothest,	best	functioning	condition	possible	for	the	work	to	follow.	80.
Fouled	barrels	will	never	be	as	accurate	as	clean	barrels.	BEST	EXTENDED	RANGE	TERMINAL	PERFORMANCE	AVAILABLE	Upon	low	velocity	400+	yard	impacts,	the	Heat	Shield®	tip	drives	backward	into	the	bullet	to	initiate	expansion.	With	extreme	fouling,	the	full	cleaning	process	may	take	several	days	for	solvents	to	do	their	best	work.	But
accuracy	is	not	a	simple	issue,	and	accuracy	problems	can	often	be	extremely	difficult	to	diagnose	because	they	involve	many	factors.	897	375	Super	Magnum	.	Base	Line	Angles	of	Elevation	200	yds.	The	gun	barrel	may	burst	because	of	such	pressures.	As	well	as	making	revolutionary	strides	in	ammunition	performance	with	products	like
Superformance®	and	LEVERevolution®,	as	well	as	cutting	edge	cartridge	design	of	cartridges	like	the	6.5	Creedmoor,	204	Ruger,	375	Ruger,	30	T/C,	17	HMR,	etc.,	etc.	GILDING	METAL	JACKET	The	gilding	metal	jacket	protects	the	nose	and	ensures	smooth	feeding.	The	company’s	founder,	visionary,	spokesman,	leader,	and	strategist	was	tragically
killed.	956	454	Casull	.	While	the	bullet	catalog	now	ranged	from	22	caliber	to	45	caliber,	all	spire	points	retained	their	traditional	conical	point	shape.	77.	J.W.	Hornady	captured	the	quality	ideal	in	a	simple	phrase:	“ten	bullets	in	the	same	hole.”	Operationally	on	the	plant	floor	that	translated	into	consistent	performance	and	continuous	improvement.
See	data	at	hornady.com/data	38-40	Winchester	.	The	basis	of	this	value	is	a	ratio	comparing	the	performance	characteristics	of	a	particular	bullet	against	the	known	trajectory	characteristics	of	a	standard	projectile.	11	Preface	.	Collet	type	pullers	consist	of	a	die	with	a	collet	insert	that	can	be	tightened	when	the	case	is	positioned	in	a	reloading
press	Tips	and	Techniques	79	and	raised	into	the	die.	All	this	is	a	signal	to	find	out	what’s	going	wrong.	Basics	of	Reloading	67	Nothing	can	go	wrong	now,	can	it?	In	match	competition	or	target	shooting,	performance	standards	are	simple	and	direct.	Case	Trimming	Not	all	cases	in	a	batch	may	need	trimming,	so	they	can	be	segregated	and	only	those
needing	trimming	worked	on	at	this	point.	We’ll	cover	them	in	the	pages	to	follow.	107.	52	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	InterLock®	Our	traditional	line	of	bullets	feature	exposed	lead	tips	for	controlled	expansion	and	hard-hitting	terminal	performance.	63.	697	9.3	X	62	.	Modern	cartridges,	such	as	the	257	Weatherby	Magnum,	may
operate	safely	at	a	level	of	60,000	psi.	58.	Each	design	has	its	particular	advantages	in	particular	applications.	Perfect	balance	is	perhaps	the	most	critical	factor	in	bullet	accuracy.	Keep	it	Safe!	Reloading	is	so	safe	it	doesn’t	show	up	on	any	national	accident	tabulations.	SPECIALLY	ENGINEERED	JACKET	The	heavy	jacket	over	the	shank	of	the	bullet
combined	with	our	proven	InterLock®	design	controls	expansion	and	enhances	accuracy.	BIG	GAME	Vectan	7000	NORMA	URP	IMR	4350	NORMA	204	H4350	IMR	4451	Alliant	RL-17	Hunter	Hybrid	100V	VIHT	N-160	VIHT	N-560	IMR	4831	MAGPRO	Alliant	RL-19	Power	Pro	4000	MR	H4831	H4831	SC	NORMA	MRP	WIN	Supreme	780	Alliant	RL-22
VIHT	N-165	Alliant	RL-23	IMR	7828	IMR	7828	SSC	IMR	7977	H1000	MAGNUM	Alliant	RL-25	VIHT	N-170	RETUMBO	Alliant	RL-33	H50BMG	Alliant	RL-50	VIHT	24N41	US	869	VIHT	20N29	You	will	note	in	the	loading	tables	that	a	number	of	different	powders	may	be	listed	for	a	particular	cartridge-bullet	use.	Note:	Never	use	live	ammunition	to
perform	this	test.	Todd	Knecht	and	the	rest	of	the	technical	service	department	were	a	huge	help,	as	always,	when	it	came	to	proofing	the	handbook	and	talking	to	customers	who	call	in	for	reloading	support.	57.	There	are	a	number	of	reloading-specific	accuracy	factors	that	may	cause	problems.	14.	The	Hornady	Sporting	Goods	Company	was	a
business	they	could	understand;	bicycles,	tennis	rackets,	team	uniforms,	basketballs,	baseball	bats	and	gloves.	33	What	Equipment	is	Needed	.	•	Ballistics	research	and	quality	control	personnel	have	increased	fourfold	over	the	past	two	decades.	25.	We	note	in	conclusion	that	the	firearm	for	which	reloads	are	intended	should	be	safe,	reliable,	and
sufficiently	strong	to	handle	them.	As	our	illustrations	show	(Fig	3,	Fig	4),	it	varies	considerably	in	length	and	in	the	angle	at	which	the	rifling	is	cut,	depending	on	the	views	of	different	factories,	cartridge	designers,	and	barrel	and	gun	makers.	51	A-MAX®/BTHP	Match™	.	976	Rifle	Reloading	Essentials	.	58	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading
Reloading	Step-by-Step	Check	List	New	reloaders	are	often	told	to	inspect	cases	as	the	first	reloading	step.	662	338	Remington	Ultra	Magnum	.	You	are	using	too	much	powder	(check	your	scale	and	powder	measure;	reduce	the	powder	charge.)	2.	The	business	end	of	the	DGS®	bullet	features	a	wide,	flat	nose	that	delivers	maximum	energy	upon
impact,	while	resisting	bullet	deformation	and	deflection.	Hot	gases	from	the	shots	previously	fired	through	the	barrel	erode	the	throat	and	thus	increase	the	distance	a	bullet	must	travel	before	contacting	the	rifling.	EXPANSION	CONTROL	RING	Controls	expansion	to	form	a	large,	flat	mushroom	and	a	wide	wound	channel	over	twice	the
bullet	diameter.	Never,	under	any	circumstances,	substitute	a	magnum	primer	for	a	load	developed	with	standard	primers.	12	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Firing	a	Cartridge	Accuracy	is	the	theme	of	this	section	of	the	Hornady	Handbook;	what	accuracy	is,	where	it	comes	from,	and	how	the	shooter	can	improve	it.	If	you	were	forming
30	Herrett	cases	from	30-30	Winchester	cases,	you	would	be	left	after	the	first	pass	with	a	case	3/8"	longer	than	needed.	Accuracy	produced	by	this	factor	is	a	function	of	burn	rate	consistency	in	the	cartridge/firearm	combination	used.	Chamber	pressures	in	this	situation	can	and	most	certainly	will	go	dangerously	high	(Fig	4).	Factory	ammo	is	very,
very	good	these	days,	but	as	a	reloader	you	can,	with	care,	usually	achieve	an	accuracy	edge.	These	cartridges	are	located	at	Hornady.com/data.	USE	PROTECTIVE	EYE	WEAR.	All	manufacturers’	conventional	polymer	tips	in	high	BC	bullets	melt	in	flight.	Most	of	our	pistol	dies	feature	a	titanium	nitride	“gold	ring”	finish	that’s	harder	than	carbide	and
doesn’t	require	lubrication.	DEADLY.	ONE-PIECE	CORE	Does	not	separate	like	two-piece	divided	cores.	Shooters	who	are	also	impatient	about	cleaning	often	prefer	Sweets	7.62	Solvent,	an	ammoniabased	chemical.	IMPACT	VELOCITIES	.45	CALIBER	XTP	®	MAG	™	240	gr.	.Lead	Combat	Target	LRN	.	18	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading
Fig	2	Fig	3	A	cartridge	case	plays	a	demanding	role	in	the	process	of	firing.	89.	Careful	measurement	of	this	dimension	of	new	cases	before	and	after	firing	reflects	chamber	pressure.	24	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Fig	5	Fig	6	PRESSURE	PRESSURE	VELOCITY:	3500	fps	Fig	7	Fig	8	PRESSURE	PRESSURE	VELOCITY:	3400	fps	To
illustrate	the	effects	of	variations	in	bullet	travel	before	the	bullet	enters	the	rifling,	we’ll	compare	a	standard	load	with	adjustments	made	only	in	the	bullet’s	seating	depth.	These	loads	may	be	more	than	maximum	in	your	firearm.	As	a	practical	matter,	most	shooters	understand	that	bullets	with	a	pointed	shape	more	easily	retain	their	velocity	than
round	nose	or	flat	point	bullets.	Spindle	locks	in	place	with	collet	lock	for	positive	decap	and	easy	adjustment.	On	belted	magnum	cases	you	should	measure	the	case	belt.	FLAT	NOSE	The	flat	nose	reduces	possible	deflections	and	resists	deformation	to	achieve	straight,	deep	penetration.	In	January	1981,	traveling	with	engineer	Edward	Heers	and
customer	service	manager	Jim	Garber,	Joyce	Hornady	and	his	companions	were	killed	when	the	company	plane	they	were	flying	crashed	en	route	to	the	SHOT	Show	in	New	Orleans.	C.)	•	Ballistic	coefficients	are	only	one	factor	in	bullet	selection	for	different	kinds	of	shooting.	This	is	an	accuracy	factor	easily	remedied	by	allowing	some	barrel	cooling
between	rounds.	Elliptical	Expander	Superior	to	“ball	expanders,”	this	Hornady®	exclusive	provides	extremely	smooth	neck	sizing	and	significantly	reduces	friction	and	case	neck	stretch.	Smooth	Finish	Internal	die	profile	is	precision	machined	and	polished	to	a	smooth	finish	for	reliable	functioning	without	case	sticking	or	excessive	friction.	In	larger
cases	with	slower	powders,	magnum	primers	were	used.	44.	Featuring	a	long,	sleek	profile	with	cannelures,	the	design	reduces	overall	bearing	surface	and	drag,	while	achieving	some	of	the	highest	ballistic	coefficients	from	monolithic,	non-traditional	bullets.	It’s	even	obvious	for	the	plinker.	Three	key	reloading	steps	are	completed	with	essentially
one	handling	of	the	cartridge	case.	The	plan	for	this	section	of	the	Hornady	Handbook	is	to	introduce	you	to	reloading	as	a	fascinating	topic,	to	take	you	through	the	process	in	stepby-step	fashion	using	illustrations	to	explain	what’s	required,	and	finally,	to	discuss	some	more	advanced	topics	about	reloading	as	a	means	to	achieve	maximum	shooting
effectiveness.	169	5.56mm	NATO	.	396	7mm	Remington	Short	Action	Ultra	Magnum	.	Once	your	variables	are	entered,	an	easy-to-read	reference	table	is	available	to	view	and	print.	Because	energy	is	the	product	of	mass	x	velocity	squared,	the	round	nose	bullet’s	more	rapid	velocity	loss	produces	an	even	faster	loss	of	energy.	Should	any	of	these
signs	show	up,	stop	immediately	and	begin	to	look	for	the	cause	of	these	high	pressure	symptoms.	It	demonstrates	that	a	great	many	things	have	been	done	right	throughout	the	company’s	history.	COPPER	CLAD	STEEL	JACKET	The	heavy	copper	clad	steel	jacket	and	high	antimony	lead	core	penetrate	deeply	through	hide,	muscle	and	bone.	That’s
why	we	build	our	Cowboy	™	bullets	to	SASS	(Single	Action	Shooting	Society)	specifications	while	holding	them	to	the	same	stringent	production	standards	as	all	our	products.	Trimming	can	actually	be	accomplished	in	three	different	ways,	with	the	trimmer	device	just	noted	or	with	the	Hornady	Case	Prep	Center	and	also	with	a	file	trim	die,	hacksaw,
and	finishing	file.	342	6.8	Remington	SPC	.	Zero	Trajectory	of	Bullet	Zeroed	at	200	yds.	The	case	body	expands	on	firing;	and	its	diameter	is	reduced	in	full	length	resizing.	Expansion	slows	the	bullet	and	allows	it	to	shed	kinetic	energy	as	it	does.	13	11.	49.	What	would	it	matter	if	you	substituted	a	303	British	or	7.7mm	Japanese	bullet	for	the	.308"
30	caliber?	CASE	ANNEALING:	Frequent	“working”	of	brass	cartridge	case	necks	through	firing	and	resizing	causes	the	metal	to	become	brittle	and	eventually	split.	Jacketed	Hollow	Point	L-C/T	.	After	the	immediate	shock	and	grief	abated	somewhat,	a	giant	question	remained.	92	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Is	performance	a	matter	of
opinion	only?	His	wife	and	youngest	son	had	joined	him	in	the	business.	126.	We	have	chosen	the	most	useful	and	optimum	for	each	caliber.	But	the	temperature	and	atmospheric	pressure	are	far	from	standard.	They	prepare	the	case	so	powder	and	bullet	insertion	are	smoother.	640	8mm	Remington	Magnum	.	Upon	impact,	the	patented	FTX®	tip	is
compressed	into	the	front	of	the	bullet,	causing	the	bullet	to	expand	and	transfer	immediate	energy	for	a	devastating	temporary	cavity	—	even	at	low	velocity.	We	note	in	conclusion	that	the	Hornady	Manufacturing	Company	is	truly	more	than	the	sum	of	it's	employees,	equipment	and	facilities.	SPECIAL	KNURLING	AND	GREASE	RING	The	knurling
system	holds	an	even	distribution	of	lubricating	wax	over	the	bearing	surface	of	the	Cowboy	™	bullet,	resulting	in	less	leading.	50	DGS®	.	Seating	bullets,	thus,	can	be	done	quite	safely	if	the	reloader	will	reduce	his	charge	by	a	few	grains.	When	this	type	of	cartridge	is	struck	by	the	firing	pin,	it	is	moved	forward	only	slightly,	regardless	of	the	space
at	the	shoulder.	The	war's	over.	The	collet	tightens	and	when	the	ram	is	lowered	the	bullet	remains	in	the	collet.	92.	Why	are	there	so	many?	In	addition,	we	maintain	an	online	errata	that	outlines	any	corrections	to	the	reloading	data	in	this	Handbook.	Hornady	Action	Pistol®	HBWC	.	It’s	obvious,	too,	for	anyone	going	on	an	expensive	hunt.
PATENTED	FLEX	TIP®	BULLET	TECHNOLOGY	Upon	impact,	the	soft	tip	compresses	into	the	bullet,	initiating	immediate	expansion	across	a	wide	range	of	velocities.	Safe	to	shoot	in	tubular	magazines	as	well	as	any	other	firearm.	286	6.5	X	52mm	Carcano	.	To	be	safe,	rifles	with	tubular	magazines	require	flat	nose,	round	nose	or	FTX®	(Flex	Tip)
bullets,	because	a	regular	pointed	bullet	behind	another	cartridge	could,	during	recoil,	act	as	a	firing	pin	causing	the	cartridge	in	front	of	it	to	discharge,	resulting	in	damage	or	injury.	To	keep	the	overall	page	count	manageable,	we	removed	some	proprietary	or	obsolete	cartridges	from	the	book,	but	have	placed	the	data	online	for	those	who	still	load
and	can	find	components	for	them.	Efficiency	counts	for	naught,	however,	if	these	bullets	are	not	accurate	as	well—made	so	carefully	and	precisely	that	they	will	routinely	yield	sub-minute-of-angle	performance	on	targets.	Observe	the	marked	difference	in	bullet	behavior	over	the	ranges	shown.	114.	SWAGED	CORE	Total	uniformity	of	core	density
ensures	balanced	expansion	as	well	as	inflight	stability.	Occasionally	the	text	will	mention	powders	that	performed	very	well	for	us	in	our	research,	and	these	might	be	a	good	place	to	start.	Additional	management	support	was	essential	as	the	company	entered	the	next	stage	of	development.	78.	Closely	allied	with	the	subject	of	seating	depth	is	the
subject	of	crimping.	The	angle	of	departure	(for	small	arms	generally	very	small)	is	formed	by	the	intersection	of	the	line	of	departure	and	the	base	line.	SST®	2843	fps	2751	fps	2015	fps	Basics	of	Reloading	45	FTX®	Rifle	Hornady	®	FTX®	bullets	revolutionized	lever	gun	ballistics,	creating	a	new	level	of	performance	for	these	popular	firearms.
POLYMER	TIP	The	sleek	polymer	tip	increases	the	ballistic	coefficient,	making	it	more	efficient.	HIGHER	BALLISTIC	COEFFICIENT	Hornady	®	combines	the	sharp,	pointed	polymer	tip	with	the	most	aerodynamic	profile	for	a	high	ballistic	coefficient.	122.	774	50	Beowulf	.	Start	low	again	and	work	up.	616	7.62	X	39mm,	M43	.	There	are	three	devices
for	doing	this:	an	inertia	bullet	puller	(which	resembles	a	hammer);	pliers	type	pullers;	and	collet	type	pullers.	Reloading	and	Bullet	Accuracy	13	Handloads,	however,	can	be	made	up	for	the	individual	firearm	and	its	chamber	without	compromise	and	so	can	bring	out	its	best	capabilities.	If	a	firearm’s	trigger	will	not	function	consistently,	the	shooter
will	be	unable	to	squeeze	off	rounds	consistently,	either.	826	7-30	Waters	.	SERRATED	NOSE	SECTION	Nose	design	provides	the	ultimate	combination	of	controlled	expansion,	weight	retention	and	depth	of	penetration.	The	O.A.L.	Gauge	uses	a	specially	modified	cartridge	case	that	allows	the	reloader	to	determine	EXACTLY	where	the	bullet	they	are
reloading	meets	the	lands	in	the	throat,	as	shown	in	the	cut-away	photo.	Sound,	basic	information	is	not	a	fad;	and	because	the	information	to	follow	makes	factual	points	in	an	easy-to-read	fashion,	we	repeat	the	essay	once	again.	136.	In	some	calibers	and	for	some	cartridges,	pressure	barrels	were	not	available.	67	Labeling	.	100.	108.	COPPER	CLAD
STEEL	JACKET	The	heavy	copper	clad	steel	jacket	is	0.098”	thick	and	penetrates	deeply	through	hide,	muscle	and	bone.	Get	your	reloading	bench	organized,	neatened,	ready	for	work.	A	trajectory	is	a	description	of	the	flight	path	of	a	projectile	relative	to	some	known	and	fixed	points.	901	375	JDJ	.	There	are	thousands	of	Hornady	Bullet	users	who
have	found	the	absolutely	best	combination	of	bullet	and	powder	charge	for	their	firearms	and	wouldn’t	think	of	changing	a	thing.	Hornady	®	engineers	discovered	that	conventional	bullet	tip	materials	in	streamlined,	high	BC	bullets	melt	and	deform.	Heritage	and	Vision	5	As	of	the	early	1960s,	the	company	had	tripled	its	manufacturing	space	to
25,000	square	feet,	employed	40	people,	installed	its	first	marketing	director,	acquired	the	most	modern	machine	tools	available	at	the	time,	had	an	inventory	of	Waterbury	Farrell	presses	for	further	expansion,	and	was	growing	at	a	rate	of	30%	per	year.	281	6.5	X	50mm	Japanese	.	Case	lengthening	produced	by	repeated	full	length	resizing	will
shorten	case	life.	Reloading	and	Bullet	Accuracy	15	Fig	1	Notice	that	the	violence	of	its	flash	backs	the	primer	part	way	out	of	the	pocket	(Fig	1)	—	and	as	the	powder	is	ignited	and	pressure	builds	up,	the	brass	case	expands	to	fill	the	chamber	completely	(Fig	2),	preventing	any	escape	of	gas	to	the	rear.	Pressure,	measured	in	terms	of	force	per	unit
area,	accomplishes	the	work.	POLYMER	TIP	The	sleek	polymer	tip	improves	ballistic	performance,	accuracy	and	initiation	of	expansion.	You	must	stop	with	loads	at,	but	not	exceeding,	maximum	allowable	charges.	Made	of	nitrocellulous,	or	nitrocellulous	with	a	small	amount	of	nitroglycerine	(single	base	and	double	base	powders	respectively),
powder	burning	characteristics	could	be	altered	by	shape	and/or	retarding	agents	mixed	with	them	in	manufacture.	Whether	or	not	his	bankers	saw	any	opportunity	in	this	situation,	he	did.	Throughout	this	handbook	we	caution	again	and	again	to	“start	loads	low	and	work	up.”	We	never	advise	starting	with	maximum	loads.	770	460	Weatherby
Magnum	.	117.	With	this	apparatus	Tips	and	Techniques	77	1.	Where	particular	powders	gave	consistently	superior	performance	in	terms	of	both	velocity	and	accuracy	we	have	so	noted.	736	404	Jeffery	.	Another	popular	method	for	charging	cases	with	propellant	is	the	Hornady	Lock-N-Load®	Auto	Charge.	Some	have	contended	that	you	must	expect
to	find	your	splendidly	mushroomed	bullet	under	the	game	animal’s	hide	opposite	the	entry	hole.	In	the	new	Hornady	Handbook	we	have	attempted	with	every	cartridge/bullet	combination	to	use	only	powders	that	are	generally	appropriate.	Experimentation	can	help.	Immediately!	Bullets,	primers,	powder	should	all	be	returned	to	their	original
containers.	ZERO	-1.5"	-0.2"	0.0"	-3.0"	-11.3"	-25.9"	-47.8"	30	CAL.	Low	pressure	symptoms	may	range	from	bullets	stuck	in	the	bore	to	backed	out	primers	to	sooty	cases.	You	are	using	the	wrong	data	(check	your	reloading	data).	SWAGED	LEAD	CORE	The	swaging	process	allows	for	precise	formation	of	the	core	up	and	around	the	tip,	with	a	cavity
under	the	tip’s	stem.	32	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Why	Reload?	This	is	not,	nor	is	it	intended	to	be,	the	final	word	on	hunting	bullet	performance.	Bullet	jackets,	featuring	industry	leading	concentricity	combined	with	precision	swaged	cores,	deliver	the	very	best	in	accuracy	and	performance	BUILT	FOR	COMPETITION	Expansion
isn’t	an	issue	in	action	pistol	shooting,	so	we	removed	the	expansion-aiding	skives.	In	its	first	two	decades,	Hornady	Manufacturing	grew	from	a	new	business	start-up	to	a	multi-divisional,	multi-million	dollar	enterprise,	respected	within	its	industry,	respected	in	its	own	community,	and	respected	by	a	growing	customer	base	throughout	the	world.
142.	You	certainly	don’t	want	to	scratch	it.	After	selecting	a	particular	load	from	the	Hornady	Handbook,	it	must	be	correctly	weighed	and	the	powder	measure	adjusted	to	throw	that	charge.	Our	company’s	goal	from	its	beginning	over	60	years	ago	has	been	to	make	bullets	that	are	“accurate,	deadly,	and	dependable.”	You	might	usefully	review	the
essay,	“Reloading	and	Bullet	Accuracy”	which	appears	earlier	in	this	volume	for	more	discussion	of	the	topic.	608	32-20	Winchester	(32-20	WCF)	.	The	10th	Edition	of	the	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	is	the	culmination	of	hundreds	of	hours,	thousands	of	rounds	and	dozens	of	people	working	together.	The	reasons	for	this	are	simple.
What	shooter	hasn’t	looked	at	spent	brass	on	the	shooting	range	or	in	the	field	and	not	thought	it	was	still	valuable?	Super	Explosive	W/C	.	94	Hornady	Bullet	Guide	.	351	270	Winchester	Short	Magnum	.	Expansion	and	penetration	insure	energy	release	which	in	turn	produces	lethal	results—and	more	certain	kills.	Relative	humidity	is	very	close	to	the
standard	78%,	so	we’ll	not	worry	about	adjustments	there.	For	all	the	risk	and	for	all	the	effort,	the	fledgling	company	sold	only	$10,000	worth	of	bullets	in	its	first	year.	While	the	repriming	process	is	straightforward,	Berdan	primers	come	in	sizes	different	from	their	Boxer	primer	counterparts	and	will	not	precisely	fit	Boxer-oriented	equipment.	703
375	Winchester	.	SPECIALLY	ENGINEERED	JACKET	The	heavy	jacket	over	the	shank	of	the	bullet	combined	with	our	proven	InterLock®	design	controls	expansion	and	enhances	accuracy.	51.	As	the	.308"	bullet	is	propelled	down	a	twisting	bore,	it	acts	as	a	piston	sealing	the	gases	behind	from	escape	until	sufficient	pressure	forces	it	from	the	barrel.
The	single	exception	in	the	entire	line	of	Hornady	bullets	is	our	50	caliber	(.510"	diameter)	750	grain	A-MAX®	Ultra	High	Coefficient.	786	222	Remington	.	Many	reloaders	segregate	cartridge	cases	by	manufacturer	(and	even	by	production	lot),	weigh	them,	deburr	flash	holes,	discard	cases	with	outsized	flash	holes,	turn	case	necks	to	identical
diameters,	and	invariably	clean	primer	pockets.	Lowell	Hawthorne	has	worked	on	a	number	of	handbook	editions	and	was	again	instrumental,	along	with	Matt	George,	in	compiling	and	helping	to	shoot	the	physical	data	for	this	edition.	Confidence	counts	more	than	a	lower	ballistic	coefficient	to	these	folk.	564	300	Winchester	Magnum	.	106.	Nor	does
the	velocity;	with	the	same	powder	charge	it	only	comes	to	3400	fps	(Fig	8).	830	7mm	IHMSA	.	INTERLOCK®	RING	Ensures	the	core	and	jacket	remain	locked	solid	during	expansion,	so	the	SST®	retains	the	mass	and	energy	needed	for	dramatic	wound	channels.	•	The	bullet	line	extension	has	been	in	response	to	customer	demand,	a	key	principle	of
the	firm.	However,	there	are	regulations	in	some	areas	that	restrict	the	use	of	lead	in	bullets.	The	midrange	trajectory	is	the	bullet’s	height	above	the	base	line	halfway	between	the	muzzle	and	the	point	of	impact	(here,	the	target).	As	Murphy’s	Law	holds,	anything	that	can	possibly	go	wrong	will.	337	264	Winchester	Magnum	.	Bullets	for	target
shooting	should	be	highly	efficient	(streamlined,	possessing	a	high	ballistic	coefficient)	in	order	to	shoot	as	flat	as	possible	and	buck	the	effects	of	wind	drift.	Accuracy	improvements	will	be	well	worth	the	effort.	In	large	magnum	cases,	crimping	can	assure	the	proper	pressure	build	up	of	slow	burning	powders	for	more	consistent	combustion	and
accuracy.	912	41	Remington	Magnum	.	If	the	cases	you	are	reloading	come	from	unnamed	sources,	or	if	you	are	shooting	automatic	or	lever-action	rifles,	or	if	you	consistently	full	length	resize	cases,	measuring	them	before	reloading	is	a	great	idea—unless	you	want	to	pull	bullets,	dump	powder,	and	trim	cases	after	“finishing”	your	reloading.	624	7.7
X	58mm	Japanese	.	127.	4:	HIGHER	ALTITUDE	CONDITIONS:	10,000',	Temperature	=	29°F,	Barometric	Pressure	21.00",	Relative	Humidity	78%.	Nevertheless,	he	learned	to	shoot,	he	learned	to	hunt—and	he	loved	both.	112.	Daughter	Margaret	Hornady	David	and	her	husband	Don	left	careers	at	Polaroid	to	become	Vice	President	and	Chief
Engineer	respectively.	You	can	determine	the	twist	rate	of	your	firearm	by	making	a	mark	on	a	rod	with	a	tight	cleaning	brush	and	noting	how	many	inches	it	takes	to	revolve	once.	Steve	Hornady	became	President	and	Marval	the	Chairman	of	the	Board.	134	20	Tactical	.	862	9mm	Luger	(9	X	19mm,	9mm	Parabellum)	.	The	remaining	heavy	shank	of
the	bullet	continues	to	drive	forward	and	expand	for	extremely	lethal	results.	What	started	as	a	360-page	guide	with	70	cartridges	utilizing	68	different	bullets,	has	grown	steadily	to	over	200	cartridges	and	300	bullets.	(.308"	DIA.)	180	GRAIN	SPIRE	POINT	SECTIONAL	DENSITY:	0.271	BALLISTIC	COEFFICIENT:	0.425	RANGE	(YARDS)	MUZZLE	50
100	200	300	400	500	2362	2169	1985	VELOCITY	(fps)	3000	2887	2777	2565	ENERGY	(ft.-lb.)	3597	3331	3082	2629	2230	1880	1574	100	YD.	Reliable	performance	makes	the	XTP®	the	most	popular	handgun	bullet	for	both	target	shooters	and	hunters.	73.	The	drag	on	a	bullet	is	largely	produced	by	the	density	of	the	air	through	which	it	travels.	As
previously	mentioned,	this	publication	is	a	group	effort.	53.	96.	79.	Back	the	deprime	spindle	out	as	far	as	it	will	go.	(Case	trimming	will	be	involved	in	many	situations	as	well.)	Some	case	reforming	is	quite	simple.	Heritage	and	Vision	9	Hornady	Manufacturing	has	gone	from	a	start-up	in	a	small	Grand	Island	former	auto	body	shop	to	become	the
largest	independently	owned	maker	of	bullets,	ammunition,	and	tools	in	the	world.	The	trajectory	solution	provided	by	the	Hornady	4DOF	Calculator	is	calculated	by	incorporating	the	projectile’s	movement	in	the	standard	3	degrees	as	well	as	its	movement	about	its	center	of	gravity	and	subsequent	angle	relative	to	its	line	of	flight	(angle	of	attack);
aka	the	4th	Degree	Of	Freedom.	The	Patented	Hornady®	Lock-N-Load®	system	is	as	easy	as	1-2-3:	1	Insert	the	Lock-N-Load®	die	bushing	into	the	press	bushing	and	lock	it	into	place	with	a	twist.	If	it	does	not	have	sufficient	energy	to	bring	about	a	kill,	whether	through	improper	bullet	choice	or	shots	at	excessive	ranges,	that	is	a	cause	for	alarm.	If
headspace	is	not	close,	there	will	be	some	stretching	or	thinning	of	the	case	wall	in	the	process.	We	stress	the	word	systematic.	As	cases	are	raised	into	the	die,	the	spindle	in	the	center	of	the	die	punches	out	the	spent	primer	and	as	the	case	reaches	the	top	of	the	press	cycle,	the	case	is	resized.	Now	that	was	a	business.	724	450/400	Nitro	Express	3"
.	Normally	it	is	quite	short	and	the	rifling	starts	perhaps	only	one	32nd	of	an	inch	from	the	bullet;	but	in	some	rifles	the	freebore	might	allow	over	half	an	inch	of	bullet	travel	before	it	contacts	the	rifling	firmly.	This	product	can	lubricate	entire	blocks	of	cases	at	a	time	and	it	dries	in	minutes	(Fig	1).	Terminal	ballistics	is	a	very	important	concern	to	the
military,	to	police,	and	to	hunters.	Pliers	type	pullers	grasp	the	bullet	when	the	cartridge	is	loaded	in	a	loading	press	and	extract	the	bullet	when	the	ram	is	lowered.	3	Adjust	the	die	to	the	proper	position	and	lock	your	setting	into	place	with	Hornady’s	unique	S		ure-Loc™	lock	ring.	137.	.550"	Expanded	Basics	of	Reloading	53	XTP®/	XTP®	Mag
Designed	for	hunting,	self-defense	and	law	enforcement	applications,	the	XTP®	bullet	demonstrates	the	kind	of	accuracy	that	led	many	competitive	shooters	to	adopt	it.	Know	the	steps	of	reloading	and	follow	the	process	carefully.	As	another	general	rule	of	thumb,	SST®,	InterBond®,	and	GMX®	Spire	Points	and	Boat	Tail	Spire	Points	with
InterLock®	are	preferred	for	longer	range	hunting	and	will	deliver	flatter	trajectories	than	their	Flat	Point	or	Round	Nose	counterparts	of	the	same	weight.	Ballistic	Coefficient	can	change	as	velocity	changes.		A	drag	curve	doesn’t	change–	the	curve	is	specific	to	each	projectile	and	is	directly	related	to	its	trajectory.	The	parabolic	shape	of	a
trajectory	is	the	result.	As	the	rapidly	expanding	gases	now	find	less	room	than	they	should	have	at	this	time	in	their	burning,	the	pressure	rise	under	these	conditions	is	both	rapid	and	excessive	(Fig	10).	Nor	should	you	substitute	small	pistol	for	small	rifle	primers	(or	any	other	similar	switch)	because	they	are	made	differently	for	their	respective
uses.	The	shellhead	holder	that	retains	the	case	in	the	Power	Case	Prep	Center	is	the	same	as	that	used	in	the	reloading	press.	Unidentified	powder	or	primers	should	not	be	used.	Hornady	offers	a	variety	of	case	cleaning	equipment.	The	axis	of	the	bore	becomes	the	line	of	departure	for	a	bullet	leaving	its	muzzle.	895	9	X	18mm	Makarov	.	Both
powder	residue	and	metal	fouling	are	cleanliness	culprits,	and	once	they	get	a	good	start,	the	rate	of	fouling	increases.	The	result	is	a	bullet	that	delivers	the	accuracy	its	sleek	appearance	promises.	It’s	the	same	pride	that	we	at	Hornady	Manufacturing	share	in	producing	quality	products	which	can	be	used	confidently	and	effectively.	While	it	makes
sense	to	calculate	trajectories	for	naval	shells	in	terms	of	angles	of	departure	and	while	one	could	do	this	for	small	arms	trajectories	as	well,	the	shooter’s	primary	reference	in	the	field	is	the	line	of	sight.	Even	if	you’ve	read	it	in	an	earlier	edition,	we	encourage	you	to	browse	through	it	again.	Reloading	and	Accuracy	What	reloaders	begin	to
understand	on	taking	up	this	pastime	is	that	they	can	select	the	components	of	their	reloads	to	achieve	not	just	a	“standard,	one-size-fits-all”	cartridge,	but	ammunition	custom	tailored	to	their	rifle	or	handgun,	their	shooting	conditions,	and	the	special	kinds	of	shooting	they	may	want	to	do.	228	243	Winchester	.	Or	the	action	of	the	rifle	may	give	way
to	such	pressures	and	send	high	pressure	gases	backward	instead	of	forward.	Let’s	examine	the	process	of	neck	sizing	to	see	what	advantages	it	affords.	Basics	of	Reloading	63	Resizing/Depriming	After	cleaning,	degreasing	and	dry	lubricating	the	dieset	with	One	Shot	Gun	Cleaner	and	Dry	Lube,	we	are	now	ready	for	one	of	the	most	important	steps
in	the	reloading	process,	returning	the	cartridge	case	to	proper	dimensions	for	the	firearm	in	which	it	will	be	used.	InterBond®	JFP	.	Bullets	This	essential	reloading	component	is	something	we	know	inside	out,	as	they	say.	Basics	of	Reloading	59	You	shouldn’t	inspect	cases	only	when	preparing	to	reload,	but	after	you’ve	gathered	them	up,	too.	276
257	Weatherby	Magnum	.	A	few	drops	of	case	sizing	lubricant	on	the	lube	pad,	a	few	rolls,	and	the	job	is	done	(Fig	2).	See	data	at	hornady.com/data	25	Winchester	Super	Short	Magnum	.	The	tool	shown	here	cleans	the	inside	of	the	case	mouth	to	make	it	easier	to	reload.	SWEEP	UP	SPILLED	POWDER	WITH	A	BROOM.	Who's	going	to	buy	bullets?"	2
Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Hornady,	the	son	of	a	pastor,	was	named	for	a	prominent	Methodist	bishop,	Bishop	Joyce,	who	oversaw	church	affairs	in	Colorado	and	western	Nebraska.	That’s	where	chamfering	comes	in.	The	DGX®	bullet	incorporates	our	patented	InterLock®	feature	that	locks	the	core	and	jacket	together,	improving
retained	weight	of	the	expanded	bullet.	A	lever-action,	for	example,	doesn’t	have	the	powerful	camming	action	of	a	bolt	action	and	may	not	easily	chamber	cases	larger	than	factory	standards.	59	Case	Examination	.	BULLET	QUALITY:	Hornady	Manufacturing	Company	has	accumulated	thousands	of	person-years	of	experience	on	this	single	accuracy
factor.	422	7mm	Remington	Ultra	Magnum	.	Hot	loads,	even	if	necks	are	trimmed	as	called	for,	speed	up	this	process.	Cases	subjected	to	excessive	pressures,	certainly	as	in	the	last	example,	are	candidates	for	the	trash	bin.	618	7.65	X	53mm	Belgian	Mauser	.	105.	Cases	are	Hornady	cases	whenever	possible.	734	416	Barrett	.	In	addition,	burning
rate	intervals	can	also	be	variable.	The	six	locking	lugs	on	the	die	and	press	bushings	will	hold	it	securely	in	position.	200	gr.	Combat	Target	DGS®	.	Sherma	Jones,	Matt	Hodtwalker,	and	the	team	from	IdeaBank	Marketing	were	crucial	in	the	look	and	feel	of	the	book,	along	with	managing	all	the	data	behind	the	scenes.	When	there	is	less	air	to	resist
a	bullet’s	flight,	it	will	become	more	efficient—and	conversely.	474	308	Winchester	Service	Rifle	.	FLAT	NOSE	The	flat	nose	improves	straight	line	penetration,	reducing	possible	deflections.	Rather,	we	hope	to	stimulate	your	thinking	about	the	subject	and	how	important	terminal	bullet	energies	are	to	performance.	INTERBOND®	2910	fps	44
Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	2686	fps	2473	fps	SST®	Short	for	“Super	Shock	Tip,™	”	the	Hornady	®	SST®	is	designed	to	deliver	tremendous	shock	on	impact	while	expanding	quickly	and	reliably,	particularly	at	higher	velocities.	48	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	NTX®	Hornady	®	NTX®	bullets	provide	peerless
performance	with	a	non-traditional	core	material	that	combines	accuracy,	reliability	and	Hornady	®	quality	for	use	in	areas	with	restrictions	on	the	use	of	traditional	bullets.	A	ready	market	for	this	tool	fueled	Pacific’s	growth,	and	combined	operations	of	the	Hornady	units	continued	strongly,	so	strongly,	in	fact,	that	Western	Gun	was	divested	so	the
company	could	focus	on	core	markets	for	bullets	and	tools.	The	secant	ogive	design	also	provides	the	optimum	bearing	surface	for	stability	in	flight	and	the	best	ballistic	coefficient	possible.	The	barrel	and	chamber	dimensions	are	carefully	produced	to	exact	SAAMI	specifications.	Much	higher	pressures	may	be	produced	with	the	new	combination.	41
GMX®	.	Constructed	of	copper-clad	steel	and	a	high	antimony	lead	core,	the	DGS	®	bullet	is	tough	enough	for	any	dangerous	game.	The	primer	will	be	excessively	flattened;	there	will	be	a	crater	around	the	firing	pin	indentation;	and	brass	may	have	been	extruded	into	the	ejector	slot.	You	can	shoot	bullets	of	more	different	weights	than	available
from	the	factory.	ELD-X	®	2660	fps	40	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	1800	fps	ELD®	Match	ELD®	Match	(Extremely	Low	Drag	Match)	bullets	are	technologically	advanced,	enhanced	accuracy	target	bullets	featuring	Heat	Shield®	tips	with	the	perfect	meplat	(tip	point)	combined	with	numerous	design	features	that	deliver	the	highest-
in-class	ballistic	coefficients,	superior	accuracy	and	extreme	consistency	from	bullet-to-bullet,	lot-to-lot.	Here’s	a	third	method	(Fig3).	Its	fortunes	had	risen	and	fallen	several	times	before	its	acquisition	by	an	investor	group	and	its	move	back	to	Lincoln,	Nebraska,	one	of	the	numerous	moves	it	had	made	in	its	history.	When	you	examine	cases	you
should	be	looking	for	culprits	like	this—and	getting	rid	of	them.	Shown	here	is	a	bottle	neck	cartridge	with	parts	identified.	There	are	always	exceptions,	from	rifle	to	rifle,	from	bullet	weight	to	bullet	weight.	6.	As	the	powder	is	ignited	and	pressure	builds	inside	the	case,	its	thin	walls	readily	expand	to	contact	the	chamber;	but	because	the	rimmed
head	is	virtually	in	contact	with	the	bolt	face	or	breech	block	the	case	(Fig	2)	will	not	stretch	as	much	in	the	critical	head	region	as	did	the	rimless	case	we	first	illustrated	—	unless	the	action	used	is	an	exceptionally	weak	one.	Flex	Tip®	eXpanding	GMX®	.	The	usefulness	of	such	a	load,	however,	is	limited.	311	6.5	Creedmoor	.	The	types	of	primers
used	in	American	ammunition	are	Boxer	primers,	manufactured	with	an	internal	anvil	which	ignites	the	small	amount	of	explosive	in	the	primer	cup	to	begin	powder	ignition.	682	356	Winchester	.	Taper	Crimp	Adjust	Screw	Easily	adjusts	amount	of	crimp	on	the	cartridge	without	changing	bullet	seating	depth	or	loosening	the	lock	ring.	Shame	on	you
if	it	doesn’t	weigh	used	95%	of	what	it	weighed	new.	Most	problems	encountered	in	the	priming	process	involve	off-center	flash	holes	(just	discard	the	cases),	oversized	flash	holes	(throw	them	out,	too,	to	avoid	pressure	problems),	undersized	flash	holes	(you	can	correct	this	problem	with	a	drill),	Berdan	primers,	and	crimped	primers.	DON’T	USE
MYSTERY	COMPONENTS.	677	35	Remington	.	Less	friction	means	less	wear	on	cases	for	longer	case	life.	846	30-30	Winchester	(T/C)	.	Pressure	remains	safe	throughout	the	powder	burning	period	(Fig	6),	and	the	velocity	obtained—3500	fps—is	“normal”	for	this	load	in	this	rifle.	376	7	X	65mm	R	.	Most	dramatically,	as	the	less	efficient	round	nose
shape	loses	its	velocity,	the	effects	of	gravity	show	up	in	terms	of	greater	bullet	drop	relative	to	the	spire	point	bullet.	Berdan	primed	cartridge	cases	are	based	on	an	entirely	different	system.	Make	your	reloading	bench	neat	and	safe	for	your	next	reloading	session.	Market	extension	is	another	form	of	innovation,	and	the	company	did	this	in	earnest
with	the	formation	of	Frontier	Ammunition	in	1964.	You	are	using	the	wrong	powder	(check	your	reloading	data).	Aiming	higher	over	common	ranges	is	the	answer	here.	In	calibers	where	we	do	not	manufacture	cases	we	have	used	Winchester,	Remington,	Federal,	Weatherby	or	Norma	factory	brass.	36	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading
large	volumes	of	powder	in	the	cartridge.	SEATING	DEPTH:	A	bullet	may	not	appear	accurate	simply	because	it	is	not	seated	to	the	depth	most	suited	to	the	firearm	in	use.	When	the	Korean	War	wound	down	growth	did,	indeed,	resume.	Case	Lubrication	You	will	soon	be	working	brass	through	reloading	dies,	“machine	tools,”	if	you	will,	to	form	metal
from	one	shape	to	another.	30	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Introduction	Reloading	reverses	the	process	of	firing	a	cartridge.	In	general,	the	less	distance	to	the	bore,	the	greater	the	accuracy.	Place	the	cap	over	the	stuck	case	and	thread	the	hex	screw	into	the	case.	The	locking	screw	tightens	the	ring	without	coming	into	contact	with
the	threads,	eliminating	possible	damage	from	pliers.	Shape	is	the	only	variable	in	this	example;	all	other	factors	have	been	held	constant.	Indeed,	the	best	rule	is	to	back	off	a	top	load	when	changing	any	individual	component.	You	can	also	print	a	"cheat	sheet"	to	tape	to	your	gun	or	reference	in	the	field.	Some	can	be	inherently	more	accurate	than
others,	better	rifled,	better	finished,	made	with	superior	barrel	steel.	The	Hornady	Lock-N-Load®	Headspace	Gauge	should	be	used	to	precisely	adjust	headspace	for	an	exact	fit	in	the	chamber.	70	How	Lock-N-Load®	Works:	.	Retainer	Ring	Locking	retainer	ring	removes	in	seconds	for	easy	disassembly	and	cleaning	of	the	die.	851	32	S	&	W	Long	.	•
The	company	has	made	a	major	commitment	to	ammunition	manufacturing,	making	cartridge	cases	as	well	as	bullets	and	assembling	them	in	a	growing	number	of	calibers.	And	so	it	was	that	J.	Fully	California	compatible	and	appropriate	for	use	in	areas	requiring	the	use	of	non-traditional	bullets,	GMX®	is	ideal	for	any	sized	game,	from	antelope	to
moose.	Our	laboratory	is	equipped	with	the	finest	test	barrels	available	and	with	machine	rests	which	eliminate	human	variables	in	shooting	so	that	we	can	isolate	shot-to-shot	dispersion	associated	only	with	the	bullets	being	tested.	498	30	TC	.	How	do	you	make	decisions	about	bullet	selection?	What	effect	will	they	have	on	the	ammunition	we’ve
loaded	with	a	standard	condition	ballistic	coefficient	of	.338?	782	Handgun	Data	22	Hornet	(Handgun)	.	CASE	TRIMMING:	In	the	Step-by-Step	section	we	showed	a	Hornady	case	trimmer	in	action,	along	with	the	dial	caliper	used	to	measure	case	length.	Are	the	loads	you’re	producing	going	to	fit	in	the	rifle	you	will	use	them	in?	The	powder	charge
and	velocity	chart	in	the	Hornady	Handbook	were	derived	from	these	test	firings.	Bullet	trajectories	beyond	their	point	of	impact	are	described	in	terms	of	inches	of	drop.	The	round	nose	bullet	sheds	its	initial	velocity	faster	than	the	spire	point.	As	we’ll	show,	the	careful	reader	who	understands	the	concept	of	headspace	can	take	steps	to	minimize	the
risks	of	case	separation.	809	6.5mm	TCU	.	What	was	created	in	1949	grew	sound	enough	and	strong	enough	to	survive	the	cruel	blow	of	the	loss	of	the	founder	thirty-two	years	later.	35.	A	bullet’s	kinetic	energy,	measured	in	foot-pounds,	is	a	proxy	for	what’s	generally	termed	“stopping	power.”	The	higher	a	bullet’s	energy	at	the	point	of	impact,	it	has
been	assumed,	the	greater	its	“stopping	power.”	There	are	some	caveats	here.	85.	Less	than	half	a	thousandth	of	an	inch	in	jacket	concentricity	can	and	does	have	a	detrimental	effect	upon	a	bullet’s	course.	If	the	reloader	wants	to	take	bullet	seating	to	the	next	level	of	precision	then	the	Hornady	Lock-N-Load®	O.A.L.	Gauge	and	Lock-N-Load®	Bullet
Comparator	should	be	used.	Stock	binding,	twisting,	or	variable	pressure	on	barrel	and	action	can	produce	shotto-shot	inconsistencies.	Just	apply	a	little	to	the	fingers	and	swipe	the	cases	as	you	pick	them	up.	Drill	into	the	flash	hole	with	the	drill	bit,	then	thread	it	with	the	tap.	DRAWN	GILDING	METAL	JACKET	Expansion	is	controlled	by	varying
jacket	thickness	down	the	length	of	the	XTP®,	providing	a	definite	advantage	over	plated	bullets	which	have	a	uniform	jacket	thickness	over	the	entire	bullet.	125.	Bench	rest	shooters	may	take	all	of	these	steps	and	more	to	assure	the	ultimate	accuracy.	But	bullets…	no,	there	was	no	future	there.	A	case	tumbler	and	polishing	media	will	shine	your
brass	cases	so	that	your	finished	ammunition	will	look	as	good	as	it	will	shoot.	64	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Resize/Deprime/Reprime	Some	reloaders	prefer	to	load	and	use	the	optional	automatic	primer	feeding	tube.	The	thick	shank	of	the	jacket	and	high	InterLock®	ring	keep	the	core	and	jacket	together	providing	5060%
weight	retention.	210	5.6	X	57mm	RWS	.	To	review	our	discussion	up	to	this	point,	we’ve	established	that	factory	ammunition,	manufactured	to	function	in	a	wide	variety	of	actions	and	chambers	of	varying	dimensions,	will	be	an	imperfect	fit	in	the	individual	rifle	and	handgun.	A	new	era	had	begun.	Upon	impact,	the	patented	Flex	Tip®	design
initiates	immediate	expansion,	even	at	the	lower	velocities	often	encountered	in	mid	to	long	range	lever	gun	shooting	situations.	35	Primers	.	Super	Shock	Tip™	SP-RP	.	SWAGED	LEAD	CORE	The	swaging	process	provides	excellent	uniformity	and	balance	for	consistent	performance	and	accuracy.	Should	they	be	too	powerful	for	a	particular	varmint
and	pass	on	through,	the	wound	channel	and	exit	hole	will	attest	to	their	destructive	power.	140.	Hornady’s	Case	Sizing	Wax	is	simple,	and	very	easy	to	use.	37	Bullets	.	It	has	dramatically	expanded	in	terms	of	bullet	calibers,	weights,	features,	and	shapes.	102.	There	are	of	course,	situations	in	which	it	is	advisable	to	full	length	resize.	Re-annealing	is
generally	not	necessary	for	another	8	to	10	reloads.	The	red	dot	indicates	the	center	of	gravity	of	the	bullet;	both	of	these	points	should	coincide	exactly	(Fig	1).	323	6.5mm-284	.	J.W.	Hornady’s	bankers	were	beginning	to	think	he	was	on	to	something.	Lever	gun	enthusiasts	can	now	harness	the	accuracy,	power	and	long-range	performance	of	a	tipped
bullet	that’s	safe	to	load	in	tubular	magazines.	Inserting	the	intermediate	step	of	running	the	308	case	through	a	7mm-08	full	length	resizing	die	will	greatly	improve	the	yield.	The	first	conversion	factor	to	correct	for	changes	in	air	density	is	the	ratio	of:	Standard	Pressure	Shooting	Site	Pressure	which	is	used	as	a	multiplier	in	the	correction
calculation.The	correction	factor	for	temperature	is	another	ratio,	but	with	a	twist:	Shooting	Site	Temperature	+	459.4	Standard	Temperature	+	459.4	The	459.4°	addition	to	the	site	temperature	and	standard	temperature	is	to	place	both	in	the	absolute	Rankine	Scale.	You	can’t	hit	what	you’re	not	pointing	at.	43	InterBond®	.	The	303	British	caliber
has	a	bullet	diameter	of	.312".	When	you’ve	proved	to	your	satisfaction	that	these	reloads	will	not	only	fit	your	firearm	but	function	easily	in	them,	you	can	finish	the	rest	of	the	loading	process.	If	actual	shooting	conditions	are	going	to	be	dramatically	different	from	those	at	home,	it’s	sound	advice	to	take	enough	ammunition	to	re-zero	your	firearm	at
the	shooting	site.	This	is	an	ideal	situation	in	which	to	use	a	file	trim	die	to	remove	a	large	amount	of	metal	at	once.	When	the	automatic	primer	feeding	tube	is	used,	the	reloader	can	reprime	on	the	downstroke	of	the	press	cycle.	This	is	very	good	home	work	for	any	reloader,	and	especially	one	new	to	the	hobby.	Reloading	and	Bullet	Accuracy	29	It	is
only	by	minding	all	those	ten	thousandths	of	an	inch	and	tenths	of	grains	in	all	stages	of	production	that	we	are	able	to	make	millions	of	bullets	capable	of	exceptional	accuracy	and	in	a	variety	of	calibers	having	expansion	characteristics	suitable	for	target,	varmint,	and	big	game	hunting.	66	Powder	Charging	.	New	designs	have	been	introduced.	364
7	X	57mm	Mauser	.	His	father	died	from	an	abscessed	tooth—something	modern	medicine	would	cure	in	a	moment—and	he	learned	early	on	to	share	responsibilities	helping	his	mother	and	his	siblings	make	do	on	a	tiny	pastor’s	widow’s	pension.	The	experienced	hunter	knows	that	he	will	never	be	presented	only	with	perfect	shots	under	ideal
conditions	with	his	equipment	always	in	superb	shape	and	his	rifle	zeroed	at	the	absolutely	correct	range.	40.	134.	Here	are	three	examples:	from	left	to	right,	a	primer	seated	upside	down;	a	primer	seated	sideways;	a	properly	seated	primer;	and	an	insufficiently	seated	primer.	231	6mm	Remington	.	The	primer,	a	component	many	reloaders	take	for
granted,	may	influence	performance	if	it’s	not	up	to	the	task	of	igniting	densely	packed	smokeless	powder.	596	30-378	Weatherby	Magnum	.	They	generally	produce	a	hotter	flame	of	longer	duration	and	are	useful	for	consistently	igniting	large	charges	of	slow	powders.	Lead	is,	and	always	will	be	an	excellent	core	material	that	provides	density	and
hard-hitting	energy	to	a	vast	array	of	bullets.	855	327	Federal	Magnum	.	884	357	Remington	Maximum	.	The	ballistics	lab	supported	experimentation	that	led	to	the	secant	ogive	spire	point	shape	common	to	all	pointed	bullets	currently.	238	6mm-284	.	BTSP	2850	fps	75%	Wt.	Ret.	RESIZING	PROBLEMS:	Many	resizing	problems	result	from	improper
or	inadequate	lubrication.	360	7mm-08	Remington	.	Tips	and	Techniques	83	DON’T	USE	REDUCED	LOADS	OF	SLOW	BURNING	POWDERS.	You	can	get	into	trouble	with	them	one	of	two	ways:	(a)	by	crushing,	heating,	or	handling	in	such	a	way	as	to	discharge	them;	or	(b)	by	contaminating	them	with	moisture,	lubricant,	or	other	material	so	they	will
misfire.	348	270	Winchester	.	We	believe	shooters	need	and	want	the	kind	of	accuracy	we’ve	discussed	in	this	short	essay.	The	high	antimony	lead	core	is	locked	to	the	jacket	with	an	InterLock®	ring,	resulting	in	reliable	performance	and	deep	penetration	on	large	or	heavybodied	game	animals.	99	Table	of	Contents	v	Rifle	Data	17	Hornet	.	Rates	may
vary	slightly	from	production	lot	to	production	lot	of	a	powder	or	from	year	to	year	of	its	manufacture.	391	280	Ackley	Improved	.	The	DGS®	provides	the	perfect	follow-up	bullet	when	hunting	dangerous	game.	.Extremely	Low	Drag	eXpanding	FMJ	.	980	Handgun	Dies	.	Hard	or	sticky	extraction	from	the	chamber	of	the	firearm.	What	Equipment	is
Needed	You	are	already	reading	the	first	piece	of	“equipment”	you	need	to	reload:	this	handbook.	DON’T	START	WITH	MAXIMUM	LOADS.	72.	50.	765	458	Winchester	Magnum	.	Add	the	dies	you	need	and	the	right	components	and	you’ll	be	in	business.	792	22	Bench	Rest	Remington	.	INNER	GROOVES	Strategically	weaken	the	upper	section	of	the
jacket,	ensuring	consistent,	controlled	expansion,	even	at	long	range.	Needless	to	say,	a	lot	has	changed	over	those	five	decades.	See	data	at	hornady.com/data	380	Automatic	(9mm	Kurz)	.	It	high	standards.	IMPACT	VELOCITIES	30	cal.	717	375	Remington	Ultra	Magnum	.	Does	it	fit	the	magazine?	.550"	Expanded	44	cal.	BEST-IN-CLASS	BCS
Verified	by	Doppler	radar,	the	Heat	Shield®	tip	is	immume	to	the	effects	of	aerodynamic	heating	and	retains	its	shape	to	maintain	the	highest-in-class	BC	over	its	entire	trajectory.	46	FTX®	Handgun	.	An	accurate	blade	micrometer	can	be	a	useful	instrument	for	detecting	excessive	pressures.	The	tough	alloy	material	routinely	retains	95%	or	more	of
its	original	weight	and	expands	up	to	1.5	times	its	original	diameter.	586	300	Remington	Ultra	Magnum	.	90.	104.	31.	It	is	definitely	not	a	powder	substitution	chart.	Reloads	are	tailored	to	your	firearm.	There	are	other	sources	of	burning	rate	variations,	too.	LITHOGRAPHED	IN	THE	UNITED	STATES	OF	AMERICA	Cover	photo	by	Justin	Holt.	In	just	a
dozen	years	or	so	the	company	had	left	its	first	home	in	a	garage	and	was	now	an	important	member	of	the	growing	reloading	industry.	92	Online	Ballistics	Calculator	.	It	does	not	indicate	primer	intensity,	merely	a	primer’s	physical	dimensions.	•	Reloading	dies	have	been	redesigned,	new	reloading	tools	introduced,	and	the	entire	line	of	Hornady
reloading	equipment	has	been	augmented,	updated	and	is	leading	the	industry	in	quality	and	performance.	539	308	Norma	Magnum	.	45	FTX®	Rifle	.	There	were	those	who	doubted	it	could	survive	the	tremendous	loss	of	its	first	and	only	leader.	71.	You	absolutely	must	match	the	caliber	of	the	bullet	to	the	caliber	of	your	rifle.	INTERLOCK®	RING
Mechanically	locks	the	core	and	jacket	together	for	maximum	weight	retention	and	deep	penetration.	IMPACT	VELOCITIES	30-30	cal.	Hornady	®	has	made	lead	core	bullets	since	1949.	Non-Traditional	eXpanding®	RN	.	Pressure	signs	can	sometimes	be	accurately	estimated	by	appearance	and	physical	measurements.	Continuous	improvement.
(There	are,	however,	special	Berdan	depriming	tools	available.)	Boxer	primers	are	manufactured	in	two	different	sizes	and	eight	different	magnitudes:	small	pistol,	small	pistol	magnum,	large	pistol,	large	pistol	magnum,	small	rifle,	small	rifle	magnum,	large	rifle,	and	large	rifle	magnum	as	shown	in	the	chart	below.	317	6.5	X	57mm	.	Visual	inspection
can	determine	the	difference	between	normal	pressure	(primers	with	rounded	indentations	from	the	firing	pin),	high	pressure	(flattened	primers),	and	excessive	pressures	(enlarged	primer	pockets).	139	22	K	Hornet	.	If	bullets	are	seated	too	deeply,	they	have	a	longer	distance	to	travel	unsupported	to	reach	the	bore,	and	may	enter	it	off-center.	Fig	5
Fig	6	If	the	case	head	is	miked	(Fig	6),	it	may	show	expansion—and	even	half	of	one	thousandth	of	an	inch	(.0005")	increase	in	the	diameter	of	the	case	head	is	an	indication	of	high	pressure.	British	cordite	powder,	long,	pasta-like	strands	of	powder	that	could	be	cut	to	the	length	of	the	cartridge,	is	rarely	encountered	any	more.	65.	But	suppose	you
manage	to	get	a	case	stuck	in	your	reloading	die.	432	300	Blackout	.	2	Insert	your	standard	die	with	7/8”–14	threads	into	the	Lock-N-Load®	Bushing.	NO	EXPOSED	LEAD	The	gilding	metal	jacket	protects	the	nose	of	the	bullet,	so	the	hollow	cavity	functions	properly	on	impact	and	ensures	proper	feeding	in	semi-automatics.	Measure	rimless	cases	just
in	front	of	the	extractor	groove	or	rimmed	cases	immediately	in	front	of	the	rim	will	reveal	symptoms	of	excessive	pressure	in	these	cartridges.	272	25-06	Remington	.	The	super	hard	coating	is	perfect	for	resizing	soft	pistol	brass	and	won’t	scratch	cases.	The	shooter	is	always	responsible	for	keeping	that	barrel	clean.	He	was	able	at	last	to	go	on
safari	and	to	take	other	hunting	trips	he’d	long	hoped	to	do.	Fig	4	The	concept	of	headspace	is	one	every	shooter	should	understand	fully,	both	in	the	interest	of	more	accurate	shooting	and	personal	safety.	A	person	could	go	broke	in	a	hurry.	A	tremendous	amount	of	the	software	as	well	as	projectile	properties	goes	into	the	calculation	of	this	simple
sounding	angle	of	attack.	427	30	M1	Carbine	.	One	or	two	times	though	this	checklist	and	it	should	become	second	nature	to	you.	The	temperature	correction	factor	=	The	barometric	pressure	correction	factor	=	29	+	459.4	=	.942	59	+	459.4	29.53	=	1.406	21.00	Tips	and	Techniques	91	The	Apparent	Ballistic	Coefficient	=	Temperature	correction
factor	x	Barometric	pressure	correction	factor	x	Present	ballistic	coefficient	=	.942	x	1.406	x	.338	=	.448.	With	whatever	trimming	method	used,	case	mouths	will	be	rough	after	the	process	and	need	to	be	chamfered	and	deburred	before	further	steps	in	the	reloading	process.	Using	the	7-30	Waters	cartridge	as	an	example,	it	is	a	simple	matter	to
neck	down	the	30-30	to	7mm,	but	the	reformed	case	will	not	have	the	dimensions	of	the	7-30.	See	data	at	hornady.com/data	309	JDJ	.	It’s	a	very	helpful	piece.	Many	reloaders	like	to	separate	their	cases	by	manufacturer.	That’s	why	the	experienced	hunter	loves	his	sport	so	much.	CLASSIC	&	CONVENTIONAL	DESIGN	Traditional	conical	and	flat
designs	have	perfect	symmetry	when	combined	with	knurling	at	the	base	of	the	bullet,	which	deliver	increased	stability	and	accuracy.	Second,	and	much	more	importantly,	it	could	propel	bullets	at	remarkably	greater	velocities—so	much	greater	that	jacketed	bullets	came	into	use	to	prevent	metal	fouling	in	the	barrel	caused	by	super	heated	lead
bullets.	Tips	and	Techniques	97	98	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Shooting	Applications	Legend	Varmint/Small	Game	Medium	Game	Large	Game	Dangerous	Game	Target/Match	Personal	Defense	•	The	company’s	core	business,	Hornady	bullets,	is	larger	than	ever.	Bullets	with	this	system	will	generally	be	scored,	and	the	system	works
best	in	fairly	long	cartridges	with	bullets	extending	far	beyond	the	case.	878	357	Magnum	.	154	223	Remington	.	Reloading	and	Bullet	Accuracy	19	Fig	1	Fig	2	Fig	3	Observe	what	happens	when	this	reloaded	cartridge	is	fired:	the	striker	does	not	drive	the	case	forward	because	the	shoulder	is	already	in	virtual	contact	with	the	chamber	(Fig	1);	and
headspace	is	minimum.	READ	THIS	BOOK.	He	knew,	he	absolutely	knew	there	were	thousands	of	shooters	who	wanted	what	he'd	wanted;	accurate,	deadly,	dependable	bullets	they	could	afford	to	reload.	Hornady	bullets	are	backed	by	over	60	years	of	expertise	on	the	subject.	These	are	standard	conditions	for	the	Aberdeen	test	site.	62.	All	ballistic
coefficients	and	ballistics	tables	in	this	book	have	been	adjusted	to	standard	conditions.	Trajectory	Exterior	ballistics	deals	with	performance	of	Hornady	bullets	from	the	moment	they	exit	the	barrel	until	the	moment	that	they	arrive	at	the	target.	1:	STANDARD	CONDITIONS	CONDITIONS:	Sea	Level,	Temperature	=	59°F,	Barometric	Pressure	29.53",
Relative	Humidity	78%.	Though	he	took	his	work	seriously,	Joyce’s	genuine	love	for	shooting	and	hunting	never	wavered.	FIGURE	A	The	trajectory	immediately	begins	to	drop	below	the	bore	axis.	Reloading	and	Bullet	Accuracy	27	As	we	said	earlier,	accuracy	doesn’t	just	happen.	140	GR.	Reloading	and	Bullet	Accuracy	25	Fig	9	When	the	bullet	is
seated	to	Fig	10	touch	the	rifling,	as	in	the	accompanying	illustrations,	it	does	not	move	when	the	PRESSURE	pressure	is	low	(Fig	9);	and	not	having	a	good	run	at	the	rifling	as	did	the	other	VELOCITY:	bullets,	it	takes	greatly	3650	fps	increased	pressure	to	force	it	into	the	rifling.	A	subject	like	religion	and	politics	on	which	there	will	always	be
disagreement?	Magnum	primers,	as	the	name	suggests,	produce	more	intense	heat	useful	in	properly	burning	BOXER	PRIMER	CHART**	PISTOL	PRIMERS	Manufacturers	Federal	Small	Handgun	100	Small	Handgun	Magnum	200	Large	Handgun	RIFLE	PRIMERS	Large	Handgun	Small	Rifle	Large	Rifle	Magnum	Small	Rifle	Magnum	Large	Rifle
Magnum	150	155	Remington	1½	5½	2½	6½	Winchester	WSP	WSPM	WLP	WSR	CCI	500	550	300	4031	4047	5337	RWS/Sinoxid	350	210	(210m*)	205	(205m*)	400	(BR4*)	4033	7½*	450	50	BMG	6.8	SPC	35	41	215	(215m*)	9½	9½M	WLR	WLRM	200	(BR2*)	250	&	251	MAG	X	5341	5333	*	These	primers	are	designed	and	manufactured	for	bench
rest/match	shooters	and	are	useful	in	similar	applications	as	the	standard	primer.	For	more	precise	long	range	calculations	using	select	low-drag	precision	bullets,	the	Hornady	4DOF	calculator	will	give	you	more	accurate	solutions.	The	two	targets	shown	in	the	accompanying	photograph	were	made	firing	the	same	bullets	but	tested	on	successive
days.	160	223	Remington	Service	Rifle	Data	.	Bullets	with	the	InterLock	feature	have	an	interior	ring	that	locks	jacket	and	core	together,	thereby	minimizing	separation.	The	.338	calculated	ballistic	coefficient	has	ranged	from	.322	to	.448	as	conditions	have	varied.	For	cowboy	shooters,	authenticity	is	a	strict	requirement.	778	500	Nitro	Express	3"	.
ZERO	-1.5"	-0.2"	0.0"	-3.6"	-14.1"	-34.0"	-67.0"	Does	this	comparison	argue	entirely	against	using	round	nose	bullets?	Zero	Line	of	Departure	100	yd.	Handloading	your	own	ammunition	—ammunition	of	excellent	quality,	custom	tailored	to	your	own	rifle	or	handgun,	and	your	own	shooting	needs—could	hardly	be	easier	or	safer.	485	7.62	X	54R	.	Fired
in	a	7-30	Waters	chamber	with	a	light	load	(never	a	strong	one!)	with	the	bullet	seated	out	close	to	the	rifling	will	produce	the	desired	results.	This	revolutionary	new	tip	technology	led	to	the	creation	of	the	most	advanced	match	bullets	on	the	market	—	ELD®	Match.	CANNELURE	On	revolver	bullets,	the	cannelure	helps	achieve	accurate,	consistent
crimping.	Reloading	is	safe	and	easy,	but	it	still	isn’t	a	great	idea	to	be	tired,	distracted,	or	mentally	sluggish	while	doing	it.	We	think	there	are	two	reasons	for	this.	Hornady	acquired	the	first	of	many	Waterbury	Farrell	assembly	presses,	installed	it	in	a	former	auto	body	shop,	and	began	production.	Know	the	strength	of	your	firearm	and	load
accordingly	is	the	final	rule	here.	A	little	lube	can	go	a	long	way.	The	accuracy	factors	that	we	discussed	early	in	this	section	have	indicated	why	it	is	possible	to	make	better	ammunition	than	you	can	buy.	730	416	Remington	Magnum	.	489	30-40	Krag	.	56	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Legend	—	Abbreviations	Used	BT	.	2250	fps	75%	Wt.
Ret.	•	Process	improvements	to	make	manufacturing	faster,	more	precise,	less	expensive,	and	of	ever	higher	quality	have	been	rigorously	pursued.	56	iv	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Bullet	Choice	.	To	counter	this	effect,	Hornady	®	identified	a	heat	resistant	polymer	and	developed	the	Heat	Shield®	tip	that	resists	aerodynamic	heating
and	creates	the	perfect	meplat	(tip).	All	testing	of	this	reloading	data	was	done	at	70	degrees	Fahrenheit.	Taper	Crimp	Seating	Die	The	intuitive	design	of	this	die	allows	seating	and	taper	crimping	to	be	completed	in	one	step,	eliminating	the	need	for	a	separate	taper	crimp	die.	Most	have	our	pioneering	secant	ogive	design	—	one	of	the	most
ballistically	efficient	profiles	ever	developed	(see	diagram	to	right).	The	experience	gained	with	Frontier	has	led	to	the	creation	of	its	successor,	Hornady	Ammunition.	In	a	“normal”	load	with	the	bullet	seated	to	allow	about	one	32nd	of	an	inch	gap	(Fig	5)	between	the	bullet	and	the	initial	contact	with	the	rifling,	pressure	builds	very	smoothly	and
steadily	even	as	the	bullet	takes	the	rifling.	Streamlined	secant	ogive	with	optimum	boattail	design	+	highly	concentric	AMP®	bullet	jackets	+	patent	pending	Heat	Shield®	tip	creates	a	supremely	accurate,	high	BC	match	bullet.	32	Why	Reload?	W.	16	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	As	the	case	is	moved	rearward,	the	primer	is	reseated
in	its	pocket,	when	the	bullet	exits	up	the	barrel	the	pressure	drops,	the	case	cools,	and	the	brass	contracts	enough	to	permit	extraction	of	the	fired	cartridge	case	from	the	chamber	(Fig	4).	As	the	firing	pin	strikes,	it	moves	the	case	forward	to	contact	the	front	of	the	chamber	(Fig	3),	giving	a	little	headspace	(Fig	4)—	but,	not	a	dangerous	amount.
Reloading	and	Bullet	Accuracy	23	Fig	1	Fig	2	Fig	3	Fig	4	While	the	issue	of	cartridge	case	to	chamber	fit	is	of	vital	importance	to	the	subject	of	accuracy,	bullet	seating	has	a	considerable	effect	on	accuracy	in	many	rifles—and	on	pressure	and	velocity	as	well.	Army	Ballistic	Research	Laboratories,	Aberdeen	Proving	Ground,	Maryland.	BEST-IN-CLASS
BCS	The	Heat	Shield®	tip	is	immume	to	the	effects	of	aerodynamic	heating	and	retains	its	shape	to	provide	a	perfect	meplat	(tip)	that	is	always	the	same	shape.	Flat	or	round	nose	bullets	have	such	a	broad	surface	that	an	accidental	discharge	won’t	occur.	928	44	Auto	Magnum	.	30.	BALLISTICALLY	EFFICIENT	SECANT	OGIVE	PROFILE	Delivers	the
flattest	possible	trajectories	from	lever	guns.	Yes,	there	is	something	worse;	doing	all	that	with	the	stores	closed!)	Case	Examination	In	rounding	up	these	usual	suspects	we	had	to	go	through	our	trash	bucket,	but	they’ll	help	make	a	point.	147.	The	“belt”	is	in	effect	a	rim	moved	to	the	front	of	the	head	rather	than	being	at	the	rear.	At	conventional
range	(0-400	yards),	the	ELD-X®	bullet	is	designed	to	continually	expand	throughout	its	penetration	path.	New	ELD-X®	and	ELD®	Match	bullets	are	measured	with	Doppler	radar	at	extended	distances.	•	One	Waterbury	Farrell	press	in	a	small	former	auto	body	shop	had	grown	to	dozens	of	Waterbury	Farrels	on	the	floor	of	a	fully	modern	production
facility,	and	other	such	presses	are	in	various	stages	of	reconstruction	and	modernization.	GMX®	3400	fps	42	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	2700	fps	2000	fps	MonoFlex®	By	combining	the	technologies	of	the	GMX®	and	FTX®	bullet	design,	the	MonoFlex®	bullet	gives	lever	gun	shooters	another	option.	69.	The	firearm	chamber,
cartridge,	bullet,	and	barrel	form	a	balanced	“pressure	vessel	system.”	Excessive	pressures	may	wreck	that	system	by	blowing	up	the	action,	exploding	the	barrel,	or	sending	hot	gases	(and	even	rifle	bolts)	back	into	the	shooter’s	face.	950	45	Colt	(Ruger	&	T/C)	.	656	338	Winchester	Magnum	.	Batch	Repriming	This	photo	shows	a	hand-held	priming
tool.	In	our	loading	data	pages	we	list	the	maximum	Cartridge	76	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Overall	Length	(C.O.L.)	according	to	SAAMI	specifications.	In	2006	Jason	Hornady,	Steve's	son,	returned	to	the	company	as	Director	of	Sales	and	is	currently	Vice	President.	545	300	Ruger	Compact	Magnum	.	Under	Steve	Hornady’s
leadership,	and	with	the	active	support	and	involvement	of	the	Hornady	family,	the	business	has	doubled,	and	doubled	again,	and	doubled	again.	69	Cleaning	Up	.	Essentially,	headspace	is	the	distance	from	the	base	of	the	cartridge	case	to	that	portion	of	the	case	that	stops	its	forward	movement	when	the	round	is	fired.	Rimmed	cases	headspace	on
the	front	of	the	rim.	As	of	the	time	of	publication	of	this	edition	of	the	Hornady	Handbook,	the	company	has	enjoyed	a	little	over	three	decades	of	leadership	by	its	founder	and	over	three	decades	of	leadership	by	Steve	Hornady,	his	son	and	successor.	And	customers	could—and	would—always	test	this	for	themselves.	The	super	hard,	smooth	coating	is
used	in	high-pressure,	high-wear	tools	to	reduce	abrasion,	so	it’s	perfect	for	resizing	relatively	soft	pistol	brass,	and	won’t	scratch	your	cases.	72	Tips	and	Techniques	.	POLYMER	TIP	The	polymer	tip	increases	the	ballistic	coefficient	and	also	initiates	dramatic	expansion	upon	impact	–	even	at	velocities	as	low	as	1600	fps.	Excessive	case	expansion,
hard	extraction,	and	loose	primer	pockets	are	occasionally	due	to	soft	brass.	Save	yourself	later	puzzlement	by	noting	powder	charge,	bullet	weight,	primer,	and	reloading	session	date	before	you	finish	up.	In	the	step-by-step	illustrations	to	follow	you	will	see	this	equipment	and	more.	914	44-40	Winchester	.	Behind	them	one	could	see	some	of	the
principles	of	the	company’s	founder;	honesty,	fair	value,	responsiveness	to	customer	needs—and	employee	welfare.	But	once	the	projectile	leaves	a	barrel,	two	other	forces	begin	to	influence	its	flight.	90	An	Aside	on	Energy	.	906	10mm	Automatic	.	The	brass	case	will	show	several	indications	of	increasing	pressures.	100	yds.	That	isolates	one	of	the
variables	in	reloading	and	can	be	very	helpful	when	you’re	doing	a	great	deal	of	reloading.	4	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Two	decades	before	all	of	American	industry	became	aware	of	the	importance	of	total	quality	control,	Hornady	Manufacturing	was	committed	to	it.	Excessive	crimping	(as	in	roll	crimping)	may	lead	to	both	pressure
and	accuracy	problems.	INTERLOCK®	RING	Patented	InterLock®	ring	locks	the	core	and	jacket	together,	improving	retained	weight	of	the	expanded	bullet.	738	44-40	Winchester	(Rifle)	.	Many	barrels	work	best	when	they	are	“free	floating,”	that	is,	not	touched	by	the	stock	except	immediately	in	front	of	the	action.	860	338	JDJ	.	From	the	onset,
XTP®	bullets	were	specifically	designed	to	expand	reliably	at	a	wide	range	of	handgun	velocities	to	deliver	deep	penetration	with	every	shot.	417	7mm	Shooting	Times	Westerner	.	36	Powders	.	BOATTAIL	The	angle	and	length	of	the	boattail	is	unique	and	optimized	for	each	caliber	and	weight	of	Match	™	and	A-MAX®	bullet	to	maximize	ballistic
coefficient	and	performance.	179	22	PPC	.	938	45	Automatic	.	Under	carefully	controlled	conditions	using	the	components	and	test	equipment	specified,	we	report	only	data	that	proved	safe	in	our	research.	Basics	of	Reloading	65	Priming	is	a	simple	process	but	not	one	that’s	foolproof.	The	small	group	met	our	accuracy	standards	and	illustrates	the
kind	of	performance	we	demand	of	the	product.	Without	lubrication,	the	friction	between	the	brass	and	the	die	may	be	extreme,	fostering	a	seize	up	of	the	case	within	the	sizing	die.	It	must	contain	hot	gases	under	immense	pressures	and	seal	the	chamber	to	prevent	their	rearward	escape.	One	benefit	full	length	resizing	provides	(if	done	with
minimum	headspace)	is	in	aligning	the	bullet	with	the	bore	(Fig	5),	though	some	misalignment	may	still	be	possible	due	to	case	or	chamber	eccentricities.	510	M1	Garand	.	Verified	by	Doppler	Radar,	ELD®	Match	ballistic	coefficients	do	not	vary	due	to	the	integrity	of	the	Heat	Shield®	tip.	These	four	test	examples	will	demonstrate	changes	in	a
calculated	ballistic	coefficient	resulting	from	varying	different	test	factors	in	turn.	You	shouldn’t	do	it	while	filling	up	at	the	gas	station,	and	you	shouldn’t	do	it	while	reloading,	either.	844	30	M1	Carbine	(T/C)	.	At	this	point	we	will	adjust	the	sizing	die	and	set	the	press	to	size	and	deprime	only.	141.	It	may	take	a	bit	of	experimenting,	but	you’ll	know
when	you’re	working	up	truly	accurate	loads.	DON’T	SMOKE.	Conversely,	taking	tested	loads	from	Mobile,	Alabama	to	the	mountains	of	British	Columbia	may	require	aiming	lower	than	one	might	have	back	home.	131.	223	6x47mm	.	That’s	a	rule	of	thumb.	Initiating	expansion	upon	impact,	the	hard	polymer	tip	drives	into	the	hollow	cavity	at	the



front	of	the	bullet,	creating	a	mushroom-style	projectile	as	it	travels	through	the	animal.	Basics	of	Reloading	55	Frontier	Lead®	Hornady	®	lead	pistol	bullets	are	pre-lubricated	and	cold-swaged	for	total	uniformity	and	balance.	726	416	Rigby	.	This	is	certainly	no	cause	for	alarm.	Differences	in	manufacturing	tolerances	mean	that	your	most	accurate
C.O.L.	may	differ	from	those	published	here.	45.	Keep	different	types	of	primers	separate.	874	38	Special	.	It	took	new	form	in	the	early	1960s	with	the	first	major	change	of	bullet	design	the	company	had	undertaken.	64	Resize/Deprime/Reprime	.	Cleaning	Up	Now	we’re	at	the	final	step	of	the	reloading	process.	Your	work	will	go	faster	and	safer	if
you	get	out	only	the	components	you’ll	need	for	the	job.	As	he	succeeded,	so	he	wanted	his	employees	to	succeed.	For	example,	if	a	maximum	charge	is	developed	with	a	30	caliber	180	grain	(.308"	diameter)	Boat	Tail	Spire	Point	bullet,	it	should	be	reduced	5-10%	when	using	a	180	round	nose	flat	base.	PATENTED	FLEX	TIP®	DESIGN	Safe	to	use	in
all	tubular	magazines	and	initiates	expansion,	even	at	lower	velocities.	722	405	Winchester	.	•	There	is	no	such	thing	as	an	absolute	and	invariable	ballistic	coefficient	(B.	Unlike	partitioned	or	dual-core	bullets,	where	the	front	core	can	separate	from	the	bullet	mass,	the	InterBond®	bullet	holds	together	in	a	single	destructive	mass	that	delivers	a
deep,	wide	wound	channel	without	over-penetrating.	637	8	X	68mm	S	.	Even	this	list	does	not	exhaust	the	possible	causes	of	poor	accuracy.	916	44	Special	.	By	heating	then	cooling	the	necks	of	the	cases,	a	process	called	annealing,	this	brittleness	can	be	eliminated	and	the	life	of	the	cases	prolonged.	934	444	Marlin	(T/C)	.	Steadiness	of	the	shooting
position	and	the	aiming	skills	of	the	shooter	may	account	for	more	difference	between	planned	and	actual	trajectory	than	correction	factors	might	require.	80	Keep	it	Safe!	.	757	45-70	Government	(Ruger	#1)	.	RANGE	(YARDS)	MUZZLE	100	200	300	400	500	VELOCITY	(fps)	2900	2693	2495	2306	2124	1952	TRAJECTORY–100	yd	zero	-1.5"	0.0"	-3.3"
-12.2"	-27.6"	-50.8"	Results:	Due	to	less	dense	air	(higher	altitude)	the	calculated	B.C.	is	.448.	The	velocity	would	be	so	slow	that	there	would	be	little,	if	any	expansion.	They	are	not	consumed	in	firing,	merely	resized	somewhat.	Military	ammunition	generally	features	crimped	primers	to	assure	they	stay	in	place.	Taking	shots	at	ranges	where	a	bullet
cannot	reliably	hit	and	kill	a	game	animal	is	quite	irresponsible	behavior.	984	Handgun	Reloading	Essentials	.	Plenty—and	not	the	kinds	of	things	you	want	to	experience.	Hornady	bullets	for	varminting	are	designed	to	fly	fast	and	to	release	their	high	kinetic	energy	instantaneously	and	explosively.	And	J.W.	Hornady	himself	was	becoming	one	of	the
industry’s	most	respected	members,	for	his	knowledge,	his	honesty,	his	foresight,	and	his	business	acumen.	11.	had	invented	the	“C”	type	reloading	press	in	1928,	thereby	beginning	the	modern	era	of	reloading.	And,	reloading	can	also	give	the	shooter	an	invaluable	sense	of	pride	in	his	own	craftsmanship.	133.	•	A	ballistic	coefficient	can	change	with
reference	to	(1)	altitude,	(2)	temperature,	(3)	atmospheric	pressure,	and	(4)	relative	humidity.	799	243	Winchester	(Encore)	.	Reloading	and	Bullet	Accuracy	21	Fig	1	Fig	2	Fig	3	Fig	4	PRESSURE	When	an	overlength	case	is	chambered,	the	mouth	or	edge	of	the	neck	will	come	up	against	the	throat	(Fig	1)	before	the	bolt	has	fully	closed	or	the	case
shoulder	has	contacted	the	chamber	(Fig	2).	86.	.Round	Nose	SJ	.	What	happens	when	the	conditions	are	not	standard?	574	300	Weatherby	Magnum	.	123.	Joyce	and	Roger	Barlow	discussing	the	performance	of	a	Hornady	bullet	in	a	particular	rifle.	(.308"	DIA.)	180	GRAIN	ROUND	NOSE	SECTIONAL	DENSITY:	0.271	BALLISTIC	COEFFICIENT:	0.241
RANGE	(YARDS)	MUZZLE	50	100	200	300	400	500	1933	1639	1385	VELOCITY	(fps)	3000	2803	2614	2259	ENERGY	(ft.-lb.)	3597	3139	2731	2040	1493	1073	767	100	YD.	Semi-Wadcutter	SX	.	710	375	Ruger	.	Heritage	and	Vision	7	needed	to	regroup,	and	so	it	did.	Although	there	can	be	several	charges	of	certain	powders	that	will	work,	we	have
chosen	the	most	appropriate,	as	well	as	the	most	commonly	available	powders	for	each	caliber.	Fired	in	a	chamber	having	considerable	headspace,	this	308	Winchester	case	(Fig	5)	has	had	its	wall	thickness	substantially	reduced	at	the	critical	head	region—and	would	almost	certainly	have	separated	on	the	next	firing—as	did	this	case	(Fig	6).
The	SST®	creates	a	devastatingly	large	wound	channel.	196	22-250	Remington	.	Temperature=59	degrees	Fahrenheit.	This	can	be	directly	observed	in	the	amount	of	drop	bullets	of	the	same	weight	but	different	shapes	produce	at	the	same	target	range.	See	data	at	hornady.com/data	6mm	PPC	.	136	22	Hornet	.	27.	The	advent	of	the	Vietnam	war
forced	the	company	to	switch	to	new	brass	cases	custom	manufactured	for	it.	For	now	we’ll	focus	on	exterior	ballistics.	Pragmatists	are	pleased	with	bullets	that	strike	where	aimed	and	drop	and	kill	the	game	immediately.	•	Ballistic	coefficients	are	not	measures	of	a	bullet’s	“goodness.”	•	Higher	B.C.s	do	not	necessarily	make	a	bullet	“better.”	•
Lower	B.C.s	do	not	necessarily	make	a	bullet	“worse.”	A	ballistic	coefficient	is	the	measure	of	a	bullet’s	relative	ability	to	overcome	air	resistance.	Dangerous	Game	Solid	DGX®	.	Besides,	we	have	already	captured	the	primary	factors	requiring	adjustment.	66	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	Powder	Charging	Preparations	for	charging
cases	may	often	take	more	time	than	the	powder	charging	process	itself.	Since	the	body	of	the	case	will	not	be	worked	in	the	die,	it	is	not	necessary	to	lubricate	the	full	case.	692	358	Norma	Magnum	.	At	a	minimum,	do	a	mental	checkoff	of	what	you’ll	need	for	the	task	at	hand.	668	338-378	Weatherby	Magnum	.	370	284	Winchester	.	78	Hornady
Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	PRIMING	PROBLEMS:	Priming	was	treated	in	some	detail	in	our	Step-by-Step	reloading	section,	but	the	subject	is	worth	a	quick	review.	Our	general	rule	in	data	presentation	is	from	the	fastest	burning	powder	(on	the	top)	to	the	slowest	(on	the	bottom),	though	often	burning	rates	between	two	powders	will
“crossover”	at	certain	velocities.	301	6.5	X	55mm	Swedish	.	But	in	this	step	as	in	others,	there	are	options.	Firearms	are	tested	to	maximum	allowable	pressures	by	their	manufacturers,	and	these	allowable	pressures	may	vary	greatly,	depending	on	the	design	of	the	firearm	and	the	specifications	of	the	cartridge.	What	was	to	happen	to	the	company?
Built-in	Crimper	The	built-in	crimper	allows	roll	crimping	without	the	need	for	an	extra	crimp	die,	saving	a	station	on	your	press.	191	224	Weatherby	Magnum	.	118.	Its	deep	penetration	and	high	weight	retention	combine	to	produce	yet	another	accurate,	deadly	and	dependable	choice	for	lever	gun	hunters.	Responsible	hunters	make	sure	they	can
get	the	job	done	with	the	tools	they	have	chosen.	74	Accuracy	and	Reloading	Technique	.	as	military	surplus.	You	can	make	ammunition	that	is	customized	for	your	firearm	as	opposed	to	factory	loads	you	might	otherwise	use.	When	these	results	are	compared	to	similar	measurements	on	factory	rounds,	a	reloader	can	approximate	a	safe	upper
pressure	limit.	From	left	to	right:	a	split	neck	(brass	worn	out	from	use);	a	separated	case	wall	(excessive	resizing,	hot	loads);	head	separation	(a	sure	sign	of	a	headspace	problem);	denting	(a	product	of	over	zealous	lubricating);	and,	finally,	corrosion—a	case	left	in	the	wrong	place	for	too	long	a	time.	STAY	ALERT.	DGX®/DGS®	UNIFORMITY	Each
caliber	utilizes	the	same	profile	for	both	the	DGS®	and	DGX®	bullets,	offering	the	ultimate	uniformity,	which	is	ideal	when	shooting	both	bullet	types	through	the	same	firearm.	You	are	using	a	heavier	bullet	than	called	for	in	the	data	(check	your	reloading	data	and	weigh	your	bullets).	There	have	been	additions	to	the	GMX,®	SST®	and	FTX®	lines
as	well.	It	can	be	dangerous	to	leave	powder	in	your	powder	measure,	not	because	anything	will	happen	to	it	but	because	it	may	be	mistakenly	identified	at	some	later	time.	2:	HIGHER	TEMPERATURE	CONDITIONS:	Sea	Level,	Temperature	=	89°F,	Barometric	Pressure	29.53",	Relative	Humidity	78%.	One	important	criterion	is	burning	rate.	412
7mm	Weatherby	Magnum	.	Pressure	Signs	Powder	combustion	sets	off	the	chain	of	events	that	propel	a	bullet	out	the	barrel	of	a	firearm	and	into	its	trajectory.	The	180	round	nose	bullet	has	more	jacket	surface	area	touching	the	barrel,	and	therefore,	slightly	more	friction	which	could	cause	higher	pressures.	If	you	would	like	to	experiment	with
wildcats,	or	shoot	firearms	for	which	factory	ammunition	is	no	longer	available,	reloading	is	the	answer.	They	have	the	task	of	designing	production	machinery	which	will	maintain	near-perfect	concentricity	in	the	copper	cups	from	which	our	jackets	are	formed	in	various	punch	presses.	Special	care	and	attention	at	this	point	can	go	far	to	assure
consistent,	accurate	loads.	115.	For	many	this	is	the	preferred	way	to	accomplish	the	required	lubrication	process.	All	cannelures	are	applied	before	the	final	forming	process	to	eliminate	any	distortion	to	the	finished	bullet.	.550"	Expanded	46	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	338	Marlin	200	gr.	**	This	chart	is	not	intended	as	a	substitution
chart.	Data	is	generated	until	a	maximum	pressure,	determined	by	SAAMI,	is	reached.	69	Reloading	Dies	.	1852	fps	54	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	HAP®	Gain	the	competitive	edge	with	Hornady	®	HAP®	(Hornady	®	Action	Pistol)	bullets.	This	evidence	of	maladjustment	brought	the	production	to	a	halt	so	that	the	press’s	problem
could	be	analyzed	and	corrected.	263	257	Roberts	.	Trajectory	of	Bullet	Zeroed	at	100	yds.	The	resourcefulness	Joyce	later	put	to	use	in	his	business	was	evident	from	his	childhood	on.	.Spire	Point	SST®	.	Powders	Smokeless	powder,	the	propellant	this	handbook	is	concerned	with,	is	a	late	19th	century	French	invention	which	over	only	a	short	period
managed	to	displace	its	blackpowder	predecessor	in	sporting	and	military	uses.	128.	87.	The	tool	works	with	Hornady	shell	holders	and	thus	can	be	employed	in	reloading	all	cartridge	cases	for	which	we	make	loading	dies	and	shell	holders.	469	308	Winchester	.	986	Illustrated	Glossary	.	No	matter	how	perfect	the	basic	design	of	bullets	may	be,	they
aren’t	going	to	be	consistently	accurate	unless	we	make	them	all	to	closer	tolerances	than,	say,	a	Rolls	Royce	engine.	The	case	is	ruined,	of	course,	but	the	lubrication	lesson	is	undoubtedly	learned.	Our	adjustments,	however,	were	correct	and	here	is	the	result.	Basics	of	Reloading	51	A-MAX®/BTHP	Match™	All	Hornady	®	Match™	and	A-MAX®
bullets	now	feature	revolutionary	AMP®	(Advanced	Manufacturing	Process)	bullet	jackets.	We’ve	been	making	them	better	and	better	for	over	sixty	years	now,	and	there	are	still	advances	coming	into	use	from	new	technology,	much	of	our	own	development.	Spire	Point-Recoil	Proof	SP,	SSP	.	The	patented	Flex	Tip,®	combined	with	its	secant	ogive
design,	creates	an	aerodynamic	bullet	with	a	thinner,	tapered	front	section	and	extended	bearing	surface	for	much	higher	ballistic	coefficients.	In	the	Illustrated	Glossary	we	summarize	four	different	headspacing	systems	and	define	the	term	very	simply	as	“the	fit	of	a	cartridge	in	a	chamber	measured	as	the	distance	from	the	breech	face	to	that	part
of	the	chamber	which	stops	the	case’s	forward	movement.”	As	we	have	just	seen	with	this	rimless	case,	an	imperfect	fit	of	the	cartridge	in	the	chamber	will	result	in	case	stretching	in	the	critical	head	region.	The	powders	listed	are	available	to	most	reloaders	all	over	the	U.S.	We	have	tried	to	be	inclusive	in	powder	84	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge
Reloading	selection,	using	a	powder	from	each	major	manufacturer.	Do	it	before	finishing	the	session.	Keep	matches	and	flames	away	from	the	bench.	634	325	Winchester	Short	Magnum	.	Trajectories	for	BBs,	field	artillery	projectiles,	naval	gun	shells,	mortar	rounds,	and	small	arms	bullets	are	all	parabolic	in	shape.	966	475	Linebaugh	.	These
problems	can	be	handled	by	a	good	gunsmith.	Grand	Island,	Nebraska	became	home	to	the	Hornady	family	when	Joyce	accepted	work	training	and	teaching	marksmanship	to	the	security	force	at	the	Grand	Island	Arsenal	during	the	war.	132	17	Remington	.	Taper	Crimp/	Seating	Die	10	Straight	Wall	Sizing	Die	Standard	Expanding	Die	5	1	12	6	11	3	3
3	2	8	8.	959	460	Smith	&	Wesson	Magnum	.	The	reloader	is	in	charge	of	the	choices	he	or	she	makes.	Older	firearms,	such	as	the	45-70,	may	operate	at	a	maximum	of	15,000	pounds	per	square	inch	(psi).	These	web-based	calculators	allow	you	apply	certain	conditions	like	altitude,	temperature,	humidity,	wind	speed	and	shooting	angle	to	determine
the	amount	of	drop	to	expect.	61	Case	Trimming	.	648	338	Federal	.	We’d	be	remiss	if	we	didn’t	review	safety	procedures.	Lead	Round	Nose	NTX®	.	By	loading	longer	bullets	and	seating	them	farther	out	so	they’ll	touch	the	rifling—making	powder	charge	adjustments	as	necessary,	of	course—accuracy	can	often	be	improved.	143.	65	Powder
Weighing	.	147	221	Remington	Fireball	.	This	will	dislodge	the	bullet	without	damage,	but	it	is	slow	and	tedious	if	many	bullets	need	to	be	pulled.	139.	PRECISE	BOATTAIL	&	FLATBASE	DESIGNS	Utilizing	the	proper	base	design	provides	incredible	in-flight	stability	for	long-range	shooting.	Basics	of	Reloading	39	ELD-X®	The	ELD-X®	(Extremely	Low
Drag	-	eXpanding)	bullet	is	a	technologically	advanced,	match	accurate,	all-range	hunting	bullet	featuring	highest-in-class	ballistic	coefficients	and	consistent,	controlled	expansion	at	all	practical	hunting	distances.	The	ratio	compares	the	drag	of	a	bullet	(loss	of	velocity	caused	by	air	resistance	encountered	in	flight)	to	the	drag	of	the	standard
projectile.	83.	The	positive	locking	action	of	the	Lock-N-Load®	Bushings	holds	the	dies	in	rock	solid,	perfect	alignment.	Trajectories	fall	below	the	base	line	(line	of	sight)	in	Figure	B	at	zeros	of	100	and	200	yards	respectively.	Foreword,	Acknowledgements	&	Introduction	We’re	approaching	50	years	since	the	first	edition	of	the	Hornady	Handbook	of
Cartridge	Reloading	was	published	in	1967.	150	GR.	Bullets	of	different	design,	but	the	same	weight,	can	generally	be	substituted	for	one	another.	Pacific	had	begun	to	market	the	Model	105	shotshell	reloader,	an	inexpensive	and	versatile	tool	for	the	casual	or	beginning	reloader.	Because	you	don’t	want	or	need	that	distraction,	case	lubrication	is	an
important	step,	and	you	have	options	for	how	to	do	this.	While	XTP®	bullets	use	serrations	to	aid	in	controlled	expansion	and	terminal	performance,	we	have	eliminated	these	from	HAP®	bullets,	creating	a	sleek	and	balanced	projectile	with	a	protected	nose	that	aids	in	consistent	and	reliable	feeding	in	auto	loading	pistols.	909	41	Action	Express	.
Flame	from	the	primer	goes	through	the	flash	hole	in	the	cartridge	head	to	set	powder	alight.	15.	672	348	Winchester	.	665	338	Lapua	Magnum	.	A	series	of	light	threads	cut	on	both	the	spindle	and	spindle	collet	allows	incremental	adjustments	by	turning	the	spindle	or	it	can	easily	“zip”	up	or	down	for	larger	movements.	Spire	Point,	Single	Shot
(Pistol)	SWC	.	TWIST	RATE:	It	is	possible	to	load	a	bullet	in	a	firearm	whose	twist	cannot	stabilize	it,	that	is,	rotate	it	fast	enough	to	keep	it	from	yawing	in	flight.	21.	1500	fps	83%	Wt.	Ret.	Terminal	energies	and	superior	bullet	expansion	design	permit	the	complete	release	of	a	bullet’s	remaining	energy	within	the	game	animal.	174	222	Remington
Magnum	.	(If	a	bullet	sticks	in	the	barrel,	lubricate	the	barrel	and,	using	a	long	wooden	dowel	or	rod,	gently	tap	the	bullet	out.	If	more	streamlined	bullets	maintain	their	velocity	better,	heavier	streamlined	bullets	of	the	same	shape	will	outperform	lighter	bullets	at	the	same	muzzle	velocity.	40	ELD®	Match	.	VIHT	N-540	Vectan	SP	2	VIHT	3N37	VIHT
N-350	LONGSHOT	True	Blue	VIHT	N-105	Accurate	No.	7	BLUE	DOT	Alliant	2400	Accurate	No.	9	ENFORCER	VIHT	N-110	WIN	296	H110	NORMA	R-123	LIL'	GUN	IMR	SR-4759	Power	Pro	300-MP	VIHT	N-120	Accurate	5744	IMR	4227	Vectan	SP	3	NORMA	200	Accurate	1680	VIHT	N-130	VIHT	N-133	Vectan	2000	IMR	4198	H4198	Accurate	2015
Alliant	RL-7	Vectan	3000	IMR	3031	Benchmark	NORMA	201	Alliant	RL-10X	H322	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	75.	You	want	the	bullet	to	be	able	to	seat	easily	when	you	come	to	that	step.	187	225	Winchester	.	386	280	Remington	.	The	Illustrated	Glossary	at	the	end	of	the	Hornady	Handbook	does	an	excellent	job	describing	headspace
schemes.	94	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	WHY	THE	NAME,	“4DOF”	(4	DEGREES	OF	FREEDOM),	AND	WHAT	IS	A	“DEGREE	OF	FREEDOM?”	Quite	simply,	“Degree	or	Degrees	Of	Freedom”	is	a	physics	term	for	actions	or	responses	of	an	object	that	are	independent	of	each	other.		Up	to	this	point,	all	publicly	offered	small	arms
trajectory	programs	have	treated	a	projectile	as	an	inanimate	lump	using	only	three	degrees	of	freedom	to	calculate	trajectory	(windage,	elevation	and	range);	the	projectile’s	movement	in	relation	to	its	line	of	flight	isn’t	accounted	for.	Bullet	Seating	In	the	adjacent	photo	our	seating	die	has	been	placed	in	the	reloading	press	and	adjusted.	Steve
Hornady	(above)	shows	his	children	the	basics	of	reloading	just	as	his	son,	Jason	Hornady,	(right)	shows	his	children.	Remember,	just	a	little	and	just	inside	the	neck;	you	don’t	want	to	contaminate	powder	or	primers.	Most	rifle	cases	are	bottle-necked	and	most	pistol	cases	straightwalled	although	there	are	any	number	of	exceptions	to	that	rule.
Removal	of	portions	of	the	stock	causing	the	binding	can	often	correct	the	problem	easily.	SWAGED	CORE	The	core	of	the	HAP®	bullet	is	cold	swaged	from	pure	lead	to	deliver	consistency,	balance	and	stability	in	flight.	Burning	rates	between	powders	in	the	23rd	and	24th	positions	may	be	slight,	while	burning	rates	between	other	adjacent	powders
may	be	quite	large.	These	proven	AMP®	jackets	are	the	foundation	for	exceptional	bullet	accuracy	and	have	virtually	zero	runout	and	near	zero	wall	thickness	variation.	3:	HIGHER	BAROMETRIC	PRESSURE	CONDITIONS:	Sea	Level,	Temperature	=	59°F,	Barometric	Pressure	31.00",	Relative	Humidity	78%.	Figure	B	uses	the	same	firearm,	bullet,
and	muzzle	velocity	to	compare	two	different	trajectories	(the	barrel	is	represented	for	simplicity	in	only	one	position).	Or	there	can	be	sights	which	simply	aren’t	adjusted	to	give	the	shooter	a	correct	aiming	point.	Nevertheless,	if	a	load	is	developed	for	one	style	of	bullet	in	a	particular	weight,	it	is	wise,	and	we	recommend,	reducing	the	powder
charge	slightly	with	a	different	style	of	bullet	of	the	same	weight.	Assume	that	we	encounter	the	following	conditions	on	a	hunt.	CASE	REFORMING:	From	time	to	time	a	reloader	may	wish	to	form	one	cartridge	case	from	another.	260	vi	Hornady	Handbook	of	Cartridge	Reloading	250	Savage	.	One	should	wipe	off	excess	lubricant	lest	it	dent	cases	in
the	sizing	process.	Some	reloaders	may	wonder	why	it	would	not	be	possible	to	adjust	a	full	length	size	die	to	eliminate	excess	headspace	and	obtain	the	advantages	we’ve	just	noted	for	the	process	on	neck	sizing	only.	Altitude=sea	level.	In	any	event,	many	reloaders	routinely	eyeball	charged	cases	to	make	sure	powder	has	dropped—but	not	too	much
powder.	The	lighter	load	will	still	produce	the	“normal”	velocity	without	excessive	pressure.	Modeled	after	the	legendary	XTP®	bullet	design,	HAP®	bullets	are	further	refined	into	the	perfect	competition	projectile.	Sweeping	is	safest.	The	larger	group	was	fired	from	bullets	produced	after	the	press	making	them	developed	only	a	few	thousandths	of
an	inch	play	in	its	cup	feeding	mechanism.	.560"	Expanded	30	cal.	435	Table	of	Contents	vii	30-30	Winchester	.	Not	only	will	you	be	resizing	the	cases,	but	you	will	be	seating	bullets	as	well.	How	can	you	account	for	significantly	non-standard	conditions	in	preparing,	say,	for	a	major	hunt?	3.
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